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I

t was with that special feel of pioneering elation that my
African publishers, BOOKCRAFT, launched an outsize
edition of Chinua Achebe's THINGS FALL APART to mark
th
the 50 Anniversary of that landmark narrative of the
colonial misadventure – filtered through the victims' own
prism of perception and sensibilities. It was an illustrated
volume, and contributions by the invited artists were
stylistically varied, yet near uniformly illustrative. This new
exposition continues that dialogue between image and
word, but sets out as original artistictributes, for which the
literary work maintains a “low profile” as inspirational
resource, leaving the artists to their own re-creativedevices.
This exhibition should therefore be encountered asproducts
in the vein of association of ideas,set as images, and not
literal interpretations of the originating narrative. The
artistes respond as partners and innovators in a dance
whose originating rhythms and cadences continue to
resonate among lovers of literature across cultures. From
the realm of words, we welcome these entrants into an
arena of the artistic continuum where, once again,
imagination is freedto engage in the rites of creative
affirmation.
Wole SOYINKA
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C

hinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart, first published in 1958, is
a celebrated epic novel that portrays a true African story on
the colonial encounter. In the novel, Achebe depicts the
complex, advanced social institutions and artistic traditions of the Igbo
people before the coming of the Europeans. He reflected how the customs
and society of the Igbo were dislodged by the British colonisers and
Christian missionaries during the late nineteenth century. As the novel
shows, the Igbo had a unique communal life before colonialism. The Igbo
sense of community showed in their social festivals and media of
recreation. One of such festivals is the New Yam Festival. There was also
wrestling matches that provided communal recreation. Also, people
cooperated by lending hands to one another. Okonkwo, the chief character
of the novel, in his earlier life went to Nwakibie to borrow seed-yams.
Despite the doubt from the elders about the sincerity in the young
generation, Nwakibie helped him by giving him eight hundred seed-yams.
When Okonkwo was exiled for seven years, he took shelter in his maternal
uncle's house, where he was helped to re-invent and relaunch himself. Igbo
love for their traditional religion and artistic practice is another feature
explored by Achebe. A good example is the religious-judicial role of the
Egwugwu portrayed in the tenth chapter.
However, things changed towards the end of the nineteenth
century when most European states migrated to Africa and other parts of
the world where they set up colonies. Nigeria was among African nations
that received visitors who were on a colonising mission, imposing their
religion and culture. Gradually, the culture of the people was threatened by
this extraneous penetration.
Due to its contents, settings and storyline, Things Fall Apart
remains symbolic of Africa's encounter with the outsiders. It is a symbol of
injustice, of colonization and cultural muddling that lead to the takeover of
Nigeria by the British colonization. It has become a symbol of colonial
predation, and an important reference point for African writers and artists,
especially when they explore the crossroads of the past and present as
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creative resource. Thus, what the artists have done through this exhibition
is to exploit such a pattern. Through their drawings, paintings and mixedmedia,the artists in this exhibition are celebrating our collective memory
and desire, that binary which defines the anatomy of the postcolonial
project.
HM, Nnaemeka A. Achebe
Agbogidi
Obi of Onitsha
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T

he tale of Things Fall Apart revolves around a man named
Okonkwo. He ascended to prominence in Umuofia despite
his poor background. Despite being brought up by a poor,
lazy father, Okonkwo rose to a highly regarded position in the society,
showing himself to be skilled in battle and wrestling and thus earning
several titles. Also, he acquired material wealth through farming which was
sufficient enough to fetch him a considerably large family in the form of
three wives and many children. But Okonkwo was insecure. If there is one
lesson to be learned in the story, it is a moral one that lie within Okonkwo's
tragic flaw. He never wanted to be seen as a weakling. His father's poverty
state and eventual demise always haunted him. He hid his insecurities by
brutalizing people closest to him, like the killing of Ikemefuna. This finally
turns out to be his undoing. Okonkwo's flaw resonates with the state of
Nigeria since her independence.
Today, more than ever, Nigeria has found itself at a crossroads of
politics and insecurity. This situation challenges us to revisit the central
essence of Things Fall Apart and Okonkwo's place in it, as it raises serious
issues that reflect our own dilemma as a people in the twilight of the 21st
Century. A society built on the vision of force with violence and invincibility
as that of Okonkwo's Umuofia cannot but be sucked into an implosive
drama of violence in which not merely the weak are sacrificed, but the
“strong” themselves are also taken in by their own ferocity. Throughout the
story, Okonkwo was always at odds with himself, a similar scenario in which
Nigeria has found herself since inception as a nation-state. Just like
Okonkwo we don't want to be weaklings; we want to be the ferocious giant.
Consequently, we are trapped within ourselves; we are afraid to fail, and
yet we keep failing. And the question becomes, 'how do we “cross the
crossroads?”
It is clear that if the ongoing debate and conversation in Nigeria
about the need for a new political system or restructuring is to provide a
way forward, it would have to engage the layers of memory; a thorough
revaluation of self and the past as a nation state. We have to look inward to
solve our problem, a reflection that Okonkwo never had a chance to engage
in.
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Achebe's Things Fall Apart helps us to see that the sources for
exploring the issues of social memory may not lie in public or government
records, but in cultural patterns as well as other unofficial texts. It is on this
basis that one must contemplate the present collection of artworks that is
inspired by the cultural values and morals found in Things Fall Apart. Thus,
reading Things Fall Apart today allows us to see the significance of the
collective memory for Nigeria's rebirth as a nation. It helps us to evaluate
ourselves as a country, especially the state of our cultural value, and
confronts us with the imperative for moral and cultural re-armament.

Prince Yemisi Shyllon
Founder OYASAF and
Yemisi Shyllon Museum of Art
Pan Atlantic University, Lekki, Lagos
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Homage to Things Fall Apart @60
Chuu Krydz Ikwuemesi

T

hings Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe's epic novel, turned 60 in
2018. Centred on the cultural conflict that developed in the
mill of the colonial project in Africa, the novel's content and
essence remain very relevant in the “hopes and impediments” and in the
totalizing dissonance that are at the heart of postcolonial realities in the
continent. Ridden with violence, corruption, war, hunger religious
intolerance and largely travestied democracies, postcolonial Africa
approximates a fantasy land, a hierophantic geography where all things are
possible. The situation continues to evoke that uncertain note on which
Achebe ends the novel, that frozen moment when the authentic Africa
yields to the glory and triumph of Empire, giving birth to a fleeting, but
totalizing and conflicting hybridity that has no end. While the condition is
worrying for its harsh realities, it has also provided creative resource for
artists at various times and from different standpoints. To this extent, as
Things Fall Apart attains 60, it is pertinent to pay homage to its continued
relevance and the sagacity of its legendary author through this exhibition
whose thematic visions draw from the novel and some of the social realities
that resonate with its centralising theme in postcolonial Africa.
Things Fall Apart was, perhaps, written for a distinctive purpose,
which is to tell the story of Africa from an African perspective. Achebe's
inspiration for penning down the story is summarized in his proverb: until
the lion tells his story, the tale of the hunt will always glorify the hunter. His
ability to creatively portray the white men stripping the Africans of their
agency is a metaphor for how the cultural agency of the modern African
people is constricted by the ambitions of Empire and colonialism. This fact
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is captured in the decline of African culture in the face of colonialism, and
the subtle prediction of the divided consciousness and dissonance that
would ravage the continent in post independence and beyond.
It could be argued that Okonkwo, the major character in the novel,
personifies Africa because he possesses a combination of all traditional
African values: strength, power, influence and hardwork, as vividly
captured in the paintings of Okonkwo by Tobenna Okwuosa. His status,
however, changes with the coming of the white man. And like Okonkwo's
influence, the autochthonous culture and tradition fade as the white man
imposes more of his visions and worldview on the people. Towards the end
of the story, Okonkwo kills one of the white man's court messengers,
believing his people would unite and join him in fighting the outsiders. That
was not to be. No one does, and in that instance, Okonkwo realizes just how
much things have fallen apart around him and in his world. He hangs
himself soon after and his death is not only a critical turning point, but also
the metaphorical death of the African spirit: political, economic, and most
importantly religious, for as P-J Ezeh reminds us, when a people's religion
dies, the death of the society follows. Sadly, the politics of after-death of
Africa's authentic spirit is what plays out today as postcoloniality, with all its
undying contradictions and conflicts. Any wonder Achebe's prophetic work
continues to reverberate through generations, inspiring the creative
instincts and talents of the gifted spirits. As Things Fall Apart attains 60, and
to re-affirm the continued relevance of the work, 18 artists and sister spirits
from Africa have come together in this exhibition to pay homage to the
novel and its illustrious author, with works inspired by moments from the
novel and some social issues deriving from the postcolonial agency.
Titled And the Centre Refuses to Hold: Homage to Things Fall
Apart @60, the exhibition comprises works by Chuu Krydz Ikwuemesi,
Tobenna Okwuosa, Ato Arinze, George Odoh, Tony Nsofor, Anthony Polo,
Akeem Muraina, Ato Arinze, Chinyere Odinukwe, Nnaemezie Asogwa,
Benjamin Akachukwu, Obi Nwaegbe, Iyke Okenyi, Jerry Buhari, Chris
Echeta, Blaise Gundu Gbaden, RitaDoris Ubah, Doofan Kwaghhool and
Abigail Nnaji. Reflecting the artists' diverse background and experience, it
is an eclectic collection embodying drawing, paintings in various media and
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technique, sculptures, installations and mixed media. The eclecticism is
also vividly embodied in the thematic thrust of the works, as they address
issues directly from iconic moments in the novel and from the African
experience in the colonial and postcolonial periods. Thus social issues
relating to religion, politics, intolerance, war, culture and
(under)development are part of the creative resource in most of the works.
The exhibition, therefore, is a celebration of postcoloniality in Africa, with
Things Fall Apart as the centralising spin-off.
For instance, works by Benjamin Akachukwu take a totalizing stand
on conflict and dissonance as they harness the accidents of the tie-dye
technique as a basis for paintings that literally reflect beautiful chaos in
their forms. Holistically, they evoke the divided conscious that yawn at
every interaction of our collective life and history. The same metaphorical
use of colour language is to be found in the works of some other artists
where content and message depend more on colour than on the visuality
of form. Beyond a general celebration of the contradictious of the
postcolonial through their personal idiolects of colour, the artists explore
diverse themes. While some artists visualize conflict, violence and divided
others explore the dilemma of contemporary Africa where citizens are
caught between the call for patriotism and the often overwhelming desire
to run across the ocean in line with the counter-penetration of the West
which now approximates and redefines slavery. We can find examples in
the works by Jerry Buhari, Chinyere Odinukwe, Doofan Kwaghhool and
Blaise Gundu Gbaden.
As far as thematisation goes, neo-colonisation and the
perpetuation of apartheid in other means and beyond its birthplace are the
central concern in some of the works. That Africa and the black man are
now subject of a twin-colonisation is not in doubt. While black Africa is still
colonised by the West through the soft powers of culture and economics on
one hand, it is also a subject ofcolonisation from inside through the
exertions, caprices, and greed of corrupt leaders and politicians. Tobenna
Okwuosa's Black Man, in its content and iconography, captures this
situation in its political, social and religious ramifications.
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In another work, Okwuosa pays tribute to Achebe as a master
story teller through an imposition of the author's portrait in the painting.
Igbo uli traditional design is also explored and deployed at various locations
in the work. It shares the same vision with the clay portrait by Ato Arinze
which cleverly celebrates the person of Achebe and his great work. Arinze
also extends the essence of the Achebe portrait in the overt and covert
imageries in his other terracotta piece where the politics of
(under)development is the creative resource. It is, perhaps, this menace of
underdevelopment that worries Rita Ubah in her work, Paradox of Our
Nation, as it does Obi Nwaegbe in his concern with mundane realities in his
impressionist and poetic paintings. Underdevelopment, no doubt, is a
major weapon in the arsenal of Africaqn governments and politicians as
they wage a psychological war against their people. It also stands as an ugly
monument to corruption and the failure of socio-political institutions. Does
Ikwuemesi' Forward to the Past suggest that we can vanquish the resulting
rot and hopelessness through a conversation between the past, present
and future?
The Last Supper series by Chuu Krydz Ikwuemesi and Tony Nsofor's
works also remind us of the hopes and impediments of the 20th century
with all its tormenting and tormented tendencies. While Nsofor's paintings
lament the failed aspirations and possibilities of the last century in their
virtuosic orchestration of colour and form, Ikwuemesi captures the
apocalyptic tendencies of the last years of that century and the beginning
of this century through the symbolisms of The Last Supper. It is not the
traditional last supper, but one in which the whole of humanity is at the
table, a supper where the past and the future interrogate each other.
Beside these works, there are others which celebrate moments in
the novel, not necessarily from the angle of illustration, but in a bid to
inscribe the novel as a datum that enables us to come to terms with the
past, present and future of Africa, as it relates to her religious, cultural and
political aspirations and realities. At the level of content, they provide
interesting opposites to the visions of Iyke Okenyi and Abigail Nnaji who
seem to grapple with existential and historical issues in their works. While
Okenyi's sculpture aspire to monumentality as a way of amplifying meaning
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and evocative power, Nnaji's paintings rely on subject matter and form as
the roadmap to experience, as they straddle memory, desire and the
conflicting grounds in-between.
In all, the epochal, historical travelling exhibition is one composite
celebratory statement in honour of a novel whose relevance and influence
continues to cut across generations. Like the blind men and the elephant,
the artists engage the novel as a creative resource from individual
perspectives, employing media and techniques as the spirit moves them.
What unites them in their finding and resulting works is, perhaps, the
novel's capacity as source of meta-creativity for artists and scholars and as
a historical and anthropological reference to which we must all return now
and again.
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The Metaphoricity
of Things Fall Apart:
The Visual Imaging of a Literary
Phenomenon

Professor Chike Aniakor

O

nly a literary avatar could had made the following
pronouncements on literary matters and in a language that
is as evocative as it is ideologically driven. He tells us that a
man must master his homestead before developing the eye of the eagle to look
into the distant horizon. The artist/writer must be a master of his/her local site
before reconnecting the global environment. Furthermore, we are told that
the writer is very much like the griots of ancient Mali, the practitioners of the
art of eloquence for the benefit of the society, past, present and future. In
other words, writers are the unacknowledged legislators of mankind. Of the
moderation of rude power by the calming effects of human conscience, he says
to paraphrase him, that in the beginning, naked power rampaged through the
world. The Almighty looking at His creation through the undying eye of the sun
decided to moderate power by tieing along power's waistline a loin cloth of
peace and modesty. This is in keeping with his other utterance that a man may
worship a deity to perfection and be killed by another. In this world that we live
in, according to him, many people like to float with the current while a few
others swim against it. Without the latter, we are lost just as the story is our
escort because story telling is the greatest. According to this literary deity, the
cock that crows in a family compound belongs to the owner but the voice has
become the property of the community. In these terms a writer's private vision
is simultaneously our public vision and incubates our collective memory. When
he won the national merit award, the press was of the view that he must like
Obasanjo's government because of the award. He replied that writers do not
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praise governments but tell them what they are doing wrongly. Achebe must
be a literary phenomenon. As they say, every phenomenon teases the
imagination with a penumbra of questions regarding the datum of existence.
At the centre of these literary evocations is Achebe's ideological
position that a man must know where the rain began to beat him otherwise he
will not know when to dry his body. His first novel, Things Fall Apart (1958) may
be said to have laid in some ways the foundation of the advent of African
literature planted as seeds on the African soil. It is this writer's interrogation of
westernism in its Eurocentric picture of Africa as a land of howling savages as
reflected in Joseph Conrad's The Heart of Darkness that Achebe was saddened
by this racial slur. He wrote back to the empire with his novel, Things Fall Apart
as his countersign to a colonialist ideology of containment and pacification. In
doing this, he painted in vivid literary colours the encounter between British
colonialism and an indigenous Igbo society. He mobilized the linguistic colours
of Igbo language in his use of proverbs for compact speech and the art of
conversation in the realization of characters. For him, it is as if language should
reflect the writer's linguistic tradition and cultural experience. This is why he
said that when a language finds itself in a new environment, it learns to be
written and spoken in a new way in order to carry the weight of a writer's
cultural sensibility. He showed the strength and weaknesses of an Igbo society
through Okonkwo as a tragic hero, who took the eagle feather and was a great
achiever. Yet, he had an inner streak in him which was to conceal an inner
weakness and rationalize it through heroic deeds. In the process, he failed to
listen to his community because he listened to only himself. The result was his
personal hubris. In this, Achebe initiated an ideological shift in the tenor of
African literature. Under his editorship of the Heinemann literary series,
African literature took root in the African soil and spoke to the world in new
stylistic, narrative, and ideological terms. No wonder that his novel, Things Fall
Apart has been selected as one of the most outstanding novels of the last one
hundred years. The fiftieth anniversary of Achebe's novel has been celebrated
both nationally and internationally because its message spoke across time and
cultural boundaries while remaining distinctly African.
The beauty of Achebe's novel has begun to attract visual artists. In fact
the present exhibition is another attempt by artists to translate into visual
images the metaphoricity of Things Fall Apart. They have done this not by
providing extra narrative illustrations of the novel but through the process of
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creative interpretation based on the theory of reader-response criticism. The
latter has been postulated by Robert Barthes who advises readers to replace an
author as if they are the primary authors of a novel. This is a way of opening up
a novel not to unidirectional but multidirectional interpretations because a
novel is said to have a semantic openness embedded in an endless chain of
signification. Thus Achebe's novel is replete with abiding metaphors that hint
at the human existence in its unfolding directions like the rhythms of the
cosmos or the bonding of the earth and the firmament. These metaphors that
engage aspects of Igbo life in its encounter with colonialism derive from a
seamless creative imagination. In this sense, what is a literary metaphor may
translate into a visual metaphor. There are such narrative glimpses that call
forth a reader's cultural investment in both the literary and the visual image.
Any gifted and imaginative artist will not fail to be seduced by Achebe's literary
environments in his novel. We see the main character Okonkwo in a wrestling
match with Amalinze whose back never touched the ground because his body
was as slippery as that of a fish. Nor do we forget soon where Okonkwo is
exchanging greetings with his kinsmen over a pot of palm wine and one of the
characters tested the wine, raised his head and arched his brow in order to find
out if the palm wine was of good quality. Nor do we forget the dramatic
moment when Okonkwo drew his knife and severed the head of Ikemefuna
who called him father. How about the funeral ceremony in which Okonkwo
accidentally discharged his gun and in the process committed abomination.
How about the moonlight nights when young men and maidens gathered,
played and danced as if in homage to the moon. One is stirred by the narrative
scene in which an ancestral masquerade, Ajofia, with smoke oozing out of his
head sat in judgment to settle land disputes as well as marital problems. How
about the drama of the encounter between the powerful masquerades of
Umuofia and the district officer, with his church official at his side and which
made the masquerades to reduce the church house to rubble. There are
sparkling narrative situations such as when court massagers were sent to the
village assembly in Umuofia. This had resulted in an unexpected intervention
by Okonkwo beyond the expectations of his kinsmen. Okonkwo's knife soon
descended on one of the court messengers leading to Okonkwo's suicide by
hanging from a tree. To this literary deity, even when the sun scorches the earth
and there is darkness at noon, all is not lost because there is morning yet on
creation day. Things Fall Apart is full of nuggets of narrative situations and
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experiences that provoke creative responses from sensitive and creative
artists. Perhaps, it is on this template that a group of artists had gone into
creative responses to and interpretations of this unique jewel of African
literature.
In their creative responses and interpretations, the exhibiting artists
seem to have mobilized different strategies which are well suited to creative
production. They have worked in the vast media as a process of manipulation in
the search for visual imagery. These are acrylic for many of the painters,
enamel, acrylic on old newspaper and on canvas, photo print, clay, wood,
charcoal on paper, found objects or discards etc. That many of the artists are
painters and have found the acrylic medium a suitable tool for creative
engagements may tell us something about their varied responses to their
creative enterprise. Acrylic is a water based medium which dries fast and tends
to impose some restraint on a painter in the sense that it may condition an
artist's work programme as well as the pace of colour application. It can be
applied wet in wet known as alla prima. It can with water or any suitable
dilutant be used in creating colour glazes and transparencies. In any case, it
provides ample room for the manipulation of colour in diverse processes in
creative innovation. A good manipulation of the acrylic medium can yield
works of chromatic richness and aesthetic depth or surface. In this sense, the
acrylic medium is an investment in creative versatility because it brings about a
quickened work pace that seems to awaken the inner impulses of creative
sensibility as the artist walks the inner corridors of his mind or tunnels through
rapid and mobile experiences, as if to delay is to loose the aesthetic richness of
a fleeting moment in creative encounters, and a possible erasure of a thought
hanging on the tip of fading memory, or a refusal to re-enter the terrain of
artistic presences. That is the beauty of acrylic medium when visual images
burst forth from the hands of an accomplished artist. We can no longer
separate the dancer from the dance nor a man from his shadow. In short, the
present exhibition is like a story reinvented from Things Fall Apart as the visual
imaging of a literary phenomenon. Other creative media complement what
the acrylic medium has spoken in the chromatic sense.
However, it is in their upwardly mobile techniques and in the ideation
of their visual imageries that the artists invite us to make our investments as
spectators as the works of art gaze at us and we return the gaze as a dialogic
encounter in which the ego is shaped by libido so that the image is subverted
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and renegotiated so that aesthetic understanding can arrive. But there is no
final arrival, only arrival and departure that extend the boundaries of
signification. In some of the works, we see the artists employ a minimalist
technique in the handling of forms so that what is complex is made simple as a
way of hinting back at its hidden complexity. Such is the work entitled Black
Man, White Mask (2018), acrylic on canvas. In this work the artist explores to
good effects the planarity of the picture surface and a process of inter-layering
of images, with indirect hints on recessive depth. The background of the
picture is framed by colour vertical zones shaped like panels. At the foreground
is a highly stylized image in white colour with two big dots for eyes with a fixed
gaze. This is an idiom of disguise to conceal a figure of doubtful identity. There is
a cross placed in symmetric balance to the figure and a floral halo defined by a
continuous circle of dark colour. This symmetric composition seems austere
and yet laden with dark imagery embedded in a mixture of colonialist
evangelization and its dark side of economic predation. It is an ironic inscription
on colonialism, and indirectly, the colonialist strategic of penetration that put
like a knife through things that held us together, the result, Things Fall Apart.
The work with the title The Silhouette of Us employs the pictorial devices that
interconnect subtle areas of colour that hint at figuration with the density of
silhouettes in a vertical composition whose top is embedded in the drama of
swirling colours and rhythmic forms in their chromatic energy. An introspective
picture, it explores the deeper levels of emotion. It is as if the silhouette is a
metaphor for man's instability, the endless shadows that follow us and define
our life against the chromatic intensity that brings us closely to the frontier of
things, with the assurance, only to yield to the silhouette in all of us. Although a
symmetric composition, it hints at the iconicity of the human condition, the
artist erases this through the drama of his colours and the enveloping effect of
silhouettes, and thus places us in a terrain of ambiguity, if not indeterminacy.
Okonkwo as the title of one of the works may as well be a stylized portrait of
this figure. Placed against a subtle blue background, the figure is rendered in
silhouette. White lines define its anatomy. The figure holds a sword in the right
hand against a left hand that supports it. A red cap with two white feathers
defines titular status while the face betrays some hidden emotion as it were
waiting to implode. Sometimes, contrasting colours in visual tension combine
with the analytical ways of cubism characterize the work, Owners of the Land.
Three figures in their fractured anatomy and deliberate stylization provide a
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narrative centre in this figural composition of possibly three women carrying
what may be baskets of firewood on their shoulders behind which there is a
village scene. There is chromatic vibrancy in the way colours interconnect and
separate in what is certainly a warm palette. Rarely does one see a work in
incipient naturalism as in Ezimma combining subtle hues of blue and dark red
underpinned by echoes of the same figure in something akin to Enwonwu's
creative idiom. In what seems like an installation of cooking and eating utensils,
we see each encrusted with surface decorations with black colour hemmed
with white dotted lines against their dominant brown surfaces. Placed in ways
that offset their symmetry, the large mortar and pistil project the image of a
mother surrounded by her children as an idiom of domesticity, and in the
process, intimating us on the concept of femininity and the bonds of maternal
kinship. This contrasts with the photo prints with the title Wet Dreams. These
photo prints have a translucent quality that hints at the colour transparencies
of the water colour medium. In subtle tonal transparencies of green colour and
pastel reds, the photo prints hint at a poetic sensibility that depends on the use
of silhouettes as a strategy of disguise as luminous areas of light caress the
picture surface as a transformative dream-like experience. The picture names
by not naming as if what is spoken is yielding to what is unsaid, an engaging
metaphor of the human condition.
There are other engaging strategies in pictorial representations. Some
of the titled works in the exhibition collection seem to explore possibilities in
the creative transformation of the human head as it imitates into a skull into
which a pipe drains in medicine from two medicinal bottles. The skull may be an
indirect hint at death while a flower between two medicinal bottles may point
to a hopeful dream of resurrection. The same skull metaphor is explored in its
various suggestive configurations using linear rhythms of blue, pink and dark
colours as if life always exists in proximity to death and perhaps decay. For
another artist, the work, Justice, is a plastic study of the mutability of justice in
terms of the configuration of the human form as a symbol or emblem. Against a
red background and a casual hint at a landscape form, a human figure with two
outstretched hands, each passing through a scale, is placed at the symmetric
centre of the picture, frontal, squatting and sitting with two legs, one closely
covering the other, the figure of justice seems all supreme in its iconic
immutability. Is this an artistic reflection on justice as coded by the artist? How
this reconnects Things Fall Apart, remains a mute question. And yet, three
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works with the titles Forms from my Sky seem jubilant and carnivalisque in
their edifying colours as if to underscore the notion of emotional excess which
dovetails the aesthetic theory of anticipation, and perhaps reflecting the
Baroque mirror. The work celebrates images that may have been drawn from
the imaginary to as the conquest of narcissism in pictorial phrasing. The effects
of batik are simulated by the artist in complementary variations of blue
tonalities punctuated with spots of flaming colours of red, and in another
instance, blues and yellows. The possibilities for figuration are hinted at
indirectly with a sense of surrealism. These are dream figural images that play
out postmodernism's penchant for disequilibrium, ambiguity and visual
punning. Nor can one deny the ways of charcoal when we confront the picture,
Akunle Yan (Fate's Spell). Depicted is that delicate moment when Okonkwo
descends his knife and kills Ikemefuna. That Okonkwo is the main tragic
character in Achebe's novel may be the reason why it is placed at the centre of
the picture surface with his legs creating linear diagonals that interconnect the
foreground of the picture plane. His right hand holds a knife that pierces
through possibly a cloth that covers and at the same times exposes his two
hands. There are two symbols at the foreground which are a little hazy in their
visual import but which may as well represent the central symbolism of
Okonkwo's murderous act. Another work with the title Igboran (hearken the
voice of wisdom) is a stylized composition and swinging lines, with two
miniaturize figures, perhaps, holding a silent conversation. The power of
improvisation, on the other hand, can be seen in two works, namely: Aremo
(The Stepfather) and Agbogun-gboro (Wey them?). Using found objects, we
are shown how their openwork manipulation and stylization can yield
sculptures of aesthetic strength and vitality. Nor can one fail to be thrilled by
ceramic organicisic images of stylized pots that mutate in their forms which
may be the artist's insistence on a vertical pictorial orientation as if life were
springing from its organic origins.
Yet, the works in their various visual phrasings still demand critical
discursive attention. The work Foggy Frontiers was executed with a synthetic
media of acrylic, salvaged aluminum and cellophane bags on board. This is a
visual play of materials in order to create a picture characterized by surface
fragmentation as they burst forth in their unrestrained directions like the
dissolution of the atom in the search for a hyper reality, the incandescence of
human emotions as they inscribe the human condition by a process of
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fragmentation, ambiguity and indeterminacy, very much like, to be is not to be,
what substitutes also takes away so that presence becomes absence
simultaneously. We live in a world of fragmentation where atoms have become
particles and contradict the certainty in which we measure things, while not
forgetting the nourishing power of visual poetry. Such is the work Osondu
executed in acrylic and salvaged aluminum on canvas that simulates the middle
passage and perhaps colonialism in the interpenetration of colours restrained
in their motion by the linear definitions of colours in their dark tones. The same
style of plastic phrasing describes the work I shall Wait Here and White Tales in
Blue Motion. They are wrought in visual imageries that are at once linear and
tonally moderating in their encounter with human experience. Adam's Apple
is a work executed in acrylic on old newspaper on canvas. Created with dripping
colours, figures emerge in their silhouettes while their details are rendered in
sketchy lines. There is a surrealistic sense in which the work makes its mark and
fixes its gaze on us with a spotted red colour and a globular patch of light green
colour. The work is highly introspective in its hidden idiom. Nevertheless, one
cannot ignore the work's haunting presence as a visual image. Sometimes an
artist can simply make some marks on old newspaper with bold gestures of
circular shapes overlaid with a U-shape of red line, a minimalist gesture that
reminds us that we are all trapped. A ceramic piece may be embellished with
stylized relief decorations with brushed in green colour in the interstices while
its artistically collapsing side provides a seat for a female reader as if the latter
and the ceramic pot are locked in a Siamese embrace. Suddenly we confront
two sculptural scrolls in fading cream colours upon which are inscribed words
from Chinua Achebe and another author. At the base, we have stylized faces,
pen and ink as if they were signals to the opening of the doors of knowledge or
are they artistic commandments? Titles such as Don't Hang the Man, and
Scroll of Life as well as one other work are rendered in what looks like ink
washes in their linear dribbles and tones. The works have a dream quality as if
they were encounters within and beyond time in the search for the
transcendent. And yet, there is a sense in which they incubate their transient
nature so that what is permanent becomes evanescent.
Questions arise at the foothold of interrogation and discourse. Are
these works visual readings of Things Fall Apart by these creative artists? Are
these interpretations of Things Fall Apart complimentary or parallel
statements that represent their visual codes or narratives? Or are they using
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Things Fall Apart as a literary stimulus for reexamining our human condition
and the artists as the unacknowledged legislators of mankind or as the analysts
after the event? Or have they provided us with their own visual codes for our
semiotic readings in order to access a clarity of understanding? What are the
thematic and conceptual links between these works and Things Fall Apart? Or
have the artists simply opened the inner corridors of their consciousness so
that the narratives of Things Fall Apart may become visual recreations from
the antipodes of the mind in moments of epiphany or ecstasy? There is no gain
saying that the legitimacy of these works may have derived from their maternal
origin from Things Fall Apart by which these creative artists have sought to
overcome the restraints of oedipal dependency so that a father begins to yield
to the maturity of his offsprings. Some of the works have direct hints on
Achebe's novel by exploring some of the moral values of the novel about man
in society as well as the depredations of a colonialist ideology of conquest and
pacification. Some of the artists have used the novel as a basis for confronting
the issues that derive from the scotching of the sun from which the earth
mocks the infrequencies of rains in a period of rainy season. Still others insist on
the silhouette that envelopes the cosmos or the fragmentation that has
created disequilibrium in time. Some of the artists see Okonkwo as a major
character that holds out a seductive interest to the creative artist just as the
theme of maidenhood has awakened narrative interest in one of the artists.
One of the artists used a passage from Things Fall Apart as a background
against which to make visual statements. It is possible that the theme of death
in its various configurations of life that may lead to a loss of hope in the search
for regeneration. This is something that inspired one of the artists. And yet, one
of the artists has proceeded to explore the fine techniques of photography
which he translated into poetic images of solemnity. If anything, some of the
artists have used Things Fall Apart as a theme of celebration from which they
have reinvented themselves through the images of the mind. Here, colours are
jubilant in their chromatic eddies especially in the labyrinthine movements of
forms as they mutate into visual images. Such is the theme of justice as
presented in one of these visual essays. What we see from this collection is a
changing world of transformations and reconfigurations because the novel has
furnished them with the ideal template for creative production and for the
exploration of their subjectivity which they have used to subvert the symbolic
order in the semiotic sense so that creative innovation can inscribe the path of
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a serious and committed artist. Their works are not visual statements of facts
but fictionalized editions of human experience in its changing order and
slippage so that life and its meanings are linked to an endless chain of
signification. Postcolonial theories also help us in understanding how the
artists have used their art to renegotiate their individual, if not national identity
and concerns in a postcolonial space and as a means of liberating the human
spirit. Idiomatically, if not metaphorically, the artists have spoken within and
outside the ambience of Things Fall Apart because there is no foreclosure to
the flight of the creative imagination. Like the Russian poet, Yevtushenko, they
are satisfied with shuttling as a train between the city of yes and the city of no,
not as an artistic drama but as an act of faith. The works encompass art
modernism's disposition to simultaneity, the hidden and the unconscious, the
symmetric ways of abstraction as a way of ordering and abstracting the
universe through visual and creative abbreviations. At the same time, the
works also abide by art postmodernism's penchant for play, disequilibrium,
indeterminacy, disorder in order, including the crucial role of the decentered
subject, the creative artist, as he bridges the gulf of transition in a world that
seems to reject its mortality and the metaphors of its hidden transcendence.
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Chinua Achebe's
Things Fall Apart, the Lucid
One, and Crisis of Authority

Professor A.N. Akwanya

Abstract
Things Fall Apart has the air of concrete facticity, and therefore has usually been taken to be a
realist work, with complete coincidence of sense and meaning. Leveraging on the fact that fiction
normally deploys a narrative eye, which then works like a spotlight, it is made out in this paper that
as a light-bearer, literally, the principal character of a tale inevitably sets off patterns of association
and resemblance to other literary light-bearers and the sequences and patterns of denouement
conventionally associated with them. While it is usual practice to see Okonkwo and Things Fall
Apart as rooted in a unique and stable social system, the horizontal plane which connects to
personages seen in literature of other places and times should not be ignored. This paper will build
on the latter viewpoint. Thus it is possible to see Okonkwo as typical– which means that he is more
than what is seen at the textual level. He is a 'dreamer' and also an 'intoxicated one', and being a
very important member of Umuofia, these personal traits are working out their logic – and
destabilizing impact – within the heart of Umuofia, down to its foundations. The white man will
enter Umuofia in the midst of all this and catalyze the process into a premature denouement. The
'dreamer' and the 'intoxicated one', however, are mythical images frequently encountered in high
mimetic literature.

Introduction

T

he crisis that shakes up the 'static Umuofia culture' in Things Fall Apart
(Dan Izevbaye 3), probably comes down to what remains, if any,
of'traditional society' following the disastrous killing of the court
messenger by Okonkwo and his own suicide. This beyond bears thinking,
although the text closes without throwing back the door that might lead to it. T.
ObinkaramEchewa'sThe Land's Lord may of course be considered to have
already exercised that thinking, where at the end of the tussle between Father
Higler the missionary and Ahamba the leader of the local resistance, the latter
is the one left standing and in the commanding position. But there is another
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crisis, that of authority,which goes further back than the arrival of the white
man in Umuofia, and is part of what BernthLindfors calls 'the problems in
traditional African society' (85). In the narrating of this crisis, the mythical
procedure of allegory is at play – not in Clive Scott's sense of 'a symbol fallen
from grace' (A Question of Syllables 62),but in the profound sense of the
essential truth of an art work:it 'makes public something other than itself; it
manifests something other' (Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought19).
Okonkwo is at the centre of this crisis, but it is in seeing in him the disclosure –
or as Heidegger would say, the 'unconcealment'of 'the lucid one' of myth that
the full meaning of this crisis becomes apparent.
The 'lucid one'as light agent, not just the subject followed by the light
of narration, is found in the myths of probably all peoples. In some
mythologies, it is identified with the Sun or the Sun-god. But Ernst Cassirer
draws attention to the fact that some mythologies make clear that the god in
question 'is neither the sun, nor the moon, nor any or all of the stars, but
through them, his thousand ears and ten thousand eyes, he perceives
everything and keeps watch over the world' (Language and Myth 14).In Greek
mythology, Apollo is the sun-god, but he is not to be too closely identified with
the sun. In Chinua Achebe's Anthills of the Savannah, where Ikem composes his
Hymn to the Sun, there is a personage, who must be light itself, to whom the
sun is probably conjoined. The Sun is saluted in this Hymn as the 'Great Carrier
of Sacrifice to the Almighty: Single Eye of God!' (30). In the Hymn, the burning
power of the sun carries a great accent. This great Eye, which is undoubtedly a
being in its own right, receives a poetic address:
Wide-eyed, insomniac, you go out at cock-crow spitting malediction at a beaten,
recumbent world. Your crimson torches fire the furnaces of heaven and the roaring
holocaust of your vengeance fills the skies.

But its power of perception is also striking: it is the 'undying Eye of God', the
'wide-eyed, insomniac'. In these imageries, there is a sense of a single,
unblinking act of perception in which everything is captured, with all their
outlines sharply traced out. The burning power has rather a levelling effect,
while perception necessarily discriminates among things.
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Collective Representations
The 'Lucid One' exercises the power of light: first of all it is individual and
distinct; accordingly, it knows everything individually and distinctly. Thus
Friedrich Nietzsche's account of the Apollinegenius is in terms of the principle
of individuation(principium inividuationis) (The Birth of Tragedy 20-21); and
Apolline art is the art of individuation, sculpture being the uniquely Apolline
art. But as already hinted, narrative art also has capabilities to throw a great
amount of light on a single character who thereby becomes lucid. Major
characters in narratives are in the strict sense in the spotlight. In Things Fall
Apart, obviously, Okonkwo is the one with the light trained on him almost in
every scene, and is literally lucid.
The narrative eye is on him presumably because the community itself
has placed the spotlight on him. Thus in a situation of emergency following the
killing of a daughter of Umuofia in Mbano, Okonkwo is the one chosen as the
'emissary of war', with the duty to exact due reparations from Mbano or else
face war. Umuofia is a clan of nine villages, with a number of 'collective
representations', namely 'the conditions under which the body social as a
whole exists' (Durkheim, The Rules of Sociological Method 131). One of these
'collective representations' is Umuofia's egwugwu of which we read:
Each of the nine egwugwu represented a village of the clan. Their leader was
called Evil Forest…
The nine villages of Umuofia had grown out of the nine sons of the first
father of the clan….
Okonkwo's wives, and perhaps other women as well, might have noticed
that the second egwugwuhad the springy walk of Okonkwo. And they might
also have noticed that Okonkwo was not among the titled men and elders
who sat behind the row of egwugwu. But if they thought these things they
kept them within themselves. The egwugwu with the springy walk was one of
the dead fathers of the clan. He looked terrible with the smoked raffia body, a
huge wooden face painted white except for the round hollow eyes and the
charred teeth that were as big as a man's fingers. On his head were two
powerful horns. (Things Fall Apart 29)

This is undoubtedly a key 'collective representation' since it expressed and
recalled to the community their founding mythology: they were descended
from one single progenitor, and therefore made up one indivisible social body.
This progenitor was reverenced along with his nine sons who were the
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founders of the nine villages of the clan. The egwugwu, in fact, comprises all
the dead of the clan so that the whole clan is complete when the nine are in the
midst of the human community, as in the case above for the adjudication of a
legal matter in a final and definitive way. In the ritual greetings to open the
proceedings, the litigants show that they understand what is afoot and hat the
decisions are irrevocable and incontestable:
Evil Forest addressed the two groups of people facing them.
'Uzowulu's body, I salute you,' he said. Spirits always addressed humans as
'bodies.'Uzowulu bent down and touched the earth with his right hand as a
sign of submission.
'Our father, my hand has touched the ground,' he said.
'Uzowulu's body, do you know me?' asked the spirit.
'How can I know you, father? You are beyond our knowledge.'
Evil Forest then turned to the other group and addressed the eldest of
the three brothers.
'The body of Odukwe, I greet you,' he said, and Odukwe bent down and
touched the earth. (30)

The gesture of submission, with hand on the ground is probably expression
that the very earth, the patch of the earth called Umuofia belongs properly to
the ancient ancestor, whohas it under his authority to dispose as he may wish.
To be part of the collective representation of the ancestor and of
Umuofia itself, living and dead, is clearly a great honour indeed. It was probably
permanent once it was bestowed and for as long as the individual was available
to fill the role. Exile following the accidental killing of a kinsman was to cost
Okonkwo much, but the loss he has particularly rued is'his place among the
nine masked spirits who administered justice in the clan' (56). He is not
surprised that his place has been so quickly filled by someone else. That is part
of the reason he is disappointed with his son Nwoye. 'As soon as he [had left for
Mbanta], someone else rose and filled'his position, but from what he had seen
of Nwoye, he is not the kind of person who would everriseto such an occasion.
The narrator does not say what precisely are the criteria for selecting a person
for the egwugwu, but knowing Okonkwo's antecedents, martial prowess may
be of central importance, as 'warlike' is a recurring qualifier for Umuofia itself
(54). The spotlight had fallen on Okonkwo in the first instance because of a feat
in the martial sport of wrestling. The narrative opens on this very point:
Okonkwo was well known throughout the nine villages and even beyond. His
fame rested on solid personal achievements. As a young man of eighteen he
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had brought honour to his village by throwing Amalinze the Cat. (1)

This victory had lifted Okonkwo to a place of high eminence. He will go on to
distinguish himself also as a master farmer, having started from nothing, as it
were. The same victory over Amalinze is what softens the ground for him when
he borrows seed yams for share cropping. OgbuefiNwakibie is more than
willing to assist, and tells Okonkwo: 'As our fathers said, you can tell a ripe corn
by its look. I shall give you twice four hundred yams. Go ahead and prepare
your farm' (6).
Being successful in yam cropping must be also a factor of distinction in
this agricultural economy in order to serve in the community's collective
representation; for as we see in the following where he is preparing seed yams
with his young son Nwoye and his charge on behalf of Umuofia, Ikemefuna, it
takes much discipline, with sharp eyes and sound judgment:
'Do you think you are cutting up yams for cooking?' he asked Nwoye. 'If you
split another yam of this size, I shall break your jaw. You think you are still a
child. I began to own a farm at your age. And you,' he said to Ikemefuna, 'do
you not grow yams where you come from?'
Inwardly Okonkwo knew that the boys were still too young to
understand fully the difficult art of preparing seed-yams. But he thought that
one could not begin too early. Yam stood for manliness, and he who could
feed his family on yams from one harvest to another was a very great man
indeed. Okonkwo wanted his son to be a great farmer and a great man. He
would stamp out the disquieting signs of laziness which he thought he
already saw in him. (10)

Being a lucid one is not merely in virtue of existing under a spotlight. The light is
also interior, endowing the light-bearer (a deeply ambiguous mythical image),
with vision and perspicacity. Okonkwo has judgment and discrimination,
particularly as regards the qualities that make 'a great farmer and a great man'.
These are his values, as these are the values his society gives recognition in
appointing people to representative roles.
He remains lucid even in his darkest moments, as inexile in Mbanta–
the lucid one like Apollo goes through the diurnal cycle, with his glorious
progress during daytime, followed by an eclipse, his only chance to survive the
night, and break out again at dawn. At his renewed break out in Umuofia
following exile, the sky is overcast, and so his 'return to his native land was not
as memorable as he had wished' (59): there is a trading store which has
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changed the local economy; there is a court run by the white men; the
missionaries are making deep inroads into traditional allegiances; it is not even
the right year to enable him seize attention by initiating his two sons into the
ozo society. Thus:
Okonkwo was deeply grieved. And it was not just a personal grief. He
mourned for the clan, which he saw breaking up and falling apart, and he
mourned for the warlike men of Umuofia, who had so unaccountably become
soft like women. (59)

In this moment of darkness and despair, when he sees things'breaking up and
falling apart', it is not for him a question of fragmentation and individuals going
their separate ways, but a mix up in which 'warlike' Umuofia can no longer be
seen as warlike and 'men have become unaccountably … soft like women'.
What he wants to see, in short, is the old certainties.
During the first part of the narrative, Okonkwo had made a brilliant
passage: he had achieved recognition as a titled man, as Umuofia's'proud and
imperious emissary of war' to Mbano, and a member of 'the nine masked
spirits who administered justice in the clan'. All those are modes of direct or
indirect collective representation. There is another key collective
representation of the social group which he is not involved in. That group is
alluded to in Things Fall Apart, without naming. The references to it are always
oblique and indirect, as in the following:
OgbuefiEzeugo was a powerful orator and was always chosen to speak on
such occasions. He moved his hand over his white head and stroked his white
beard. He then adjusted his cloth, which was passed under his right arm-pit
and tied above his left shoulder. (3)

OgbuefiEzeugo is speaking on the killing of an Umuofia citizen in Mbano. He is
not an eyewitness: he is speaking because he has been chosen to do so – bya
group, no doubt. But theiridentity is unknown. This group has information not
yet available to the elders. There are 'occasions' when issues like the present
one have to be presented to the elders by the group after having considered
and then made decision to bring in the elders. It can be justly presumed that
the kinds of matter that come to this group for preliminary discussion before
presentation to the elders in order that they may decide in some preferred way
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include issues of war and peace – thus issues of the highest political moment.
The crisis of authority we are concerned with in this paper is as regards decision
making at this highest level in Umuofia.
Dreams
There is more to account for Okonkwo in Things Fall Apartthan
Apolline individuation alone. As a matter of fact, he discloses both the Apolline
spirit and its contrary, the Dionysiac, but in phases. In mythology, each of these
processes is capable of unfolding as a tragedy. Where the two intersect
tragically, the story is often perpetually haunting with its 'terrible beauty', as
phrased in Yeats's 'Easter 1916' (The Collected Poems 179).The crisis of
authority we are concerned with in this paper is tied to the tension of the
interplay of the Apolline and Dionysiac tendencies in Things Fall Apart.
According to Friedrich Nietzsche, the Greeks are masters in interplaying these
two contrary impulses. But this does not mean that the impulses themselves
belong to Greek culture or are characteristic of Greek style. Even though the
impulses are in Nietzsche assigned names from Greek mythology, Apollo and
Dionysus, the naming rather recalls the symbol which according to Clive Scott is
revelation of 'the profundity of life', but which may nevertheless be given the
name of the banal object at the site of this revelation, being nameless in itself
('Symbolism, Decadence and Impressionism'211). Art forms and the founding
principles of art derive ultimately from nature: Nietzsche makes this point in
explaining the workings of these two tragic principles:
So far we have considered the Apolline and its opposite, the Dionysiac,
asartistic powers which erupt from nature itself, without the mediation
ofanyhuman artist, and in which nature's artistic drives attain their first,
immediatesatisfaction: on the one hand as the image-world ofdream, the
perfectionof which is not linked to an individual's intellectual level or
artisticformation (Bildung); and on the other hand as intoxicated reality,
which hasjust as little regard for the individual, even seeking to annihilate,
redeem,and release him by imparting a mystical sense of oneness. Inrelation
tothese unmediated artistic states in nature every artist is an 'imitator',
andindeed either an Apolline dream-artist or a Dionysiac artist
ofintoxicationor finally – as, for example, in Greek tragedy - an artist ofboth
dream andintoxication at once. (19)
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In Things Fall Apart, there is a dream-world; and there is intoxication, both
springing from the same source, Okonkwo, who is the Lucid One.
The narrator of this novel is forthright in speaking about Okonkwo's inner life.
According to him, 'Okonkwo was ruled by one passion - to hate everything that
his father Unoka had loved. One of those things was gentleness and another
was idleness' (Things Fall Apart 4). From this ruling passion sprung the fear 'of
being thought weak' (19), as well as the attitude of implacability when his ego is
wounded, as by his wife murmuring in a taunt 'something about guns that
never shot' (11). This implacability is also seen in his pressing on with the
dispute with the missionaries until it snowballs to a showdown with the
colonial administration.
Okonkwo also dreams, but without much commentary, and so these
dreamsare easy to overlook, as if they have but limited role on the narrative.
His dream for Umuofia is really a waking dream. It crystalizes around his
daughter, Ezinma:
'You have not eaten for two days,' said his daughter Ezinma when she brought
the food to him. 'So you must finish this.' She sat down and stretched her legs
in front of her.
Okonkwo ate the food absentmindedly. 'She should have been a
boy,' he thought as he looked at his ten-year-old daughter. He passed her a
piece of fish.
'Go and bring me some cold water,' he said. Ezinma rushed out of
the hut, chewing the fish, and soon returned with a bowl of cool water from
the earthen pot in her mother’s hut. Okonkwo took the bowl from her and
gulped the water down. He ate a few more pieces of plaintain and pushed the
dish aside.
'Bring me my bag,' he asked, and Ezinma brought his goatskin bag
from the far end of the hut. He searched in it for his snuff-bottle…. Then he
remembered that he had not taken out his snuff-spoon. He searched his bag
again and brought out a small, flat, ivory spoon, with which he carried the
brown snuff to his nostrils.
Ezinma took the dish in one hand and the empty water bowl in the
other and went back to her mother's hut. 'She should have been a boy,'
Okonkwo said to himself again. His mind went back to Ikemefuna and he
shivered. (21)

'She should have been a boy' names for Okonkwo what is to him in fact a
supreme value because it promises the very values the absence of which had
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rendered his own father Unoka a failure. For he has always 'remembered how
he had suffered when a playmate had told him that his father was agbala. That
was how Okonkwo first came to know that agbala was not only another name
for a woman, it could also mean a man who had taken no title' (4). In addition to
prosperity, the taking of titles has the story of physical strength,
industriousness, and purposiveness – perhaps even indomitability of spirit –
behind it. Okonkwo could see the essential features of all this in full display in
his ten-year old daughter. If he had a man in his house with those features, or as
he puts it to his friend Obierika, 'If Ezinma had been a boy I would have been
happier. She has the right spirit.' For him 'the right spirit' is the one he himself
has, which is sometimes expressed as not being 'afraid of blood' (22), or 'afraid
of war' (3). In short, the warrior spirit is Okonkwo's supreme value; and it is
something that a community like Umuofia needs and must draw upon for its
own security. To this extent, a warrior spirit is a social virtue.
The intoxication of the Dionysiac is also at work in Okonkwo, where he
acts without restraint, driven to forgetfulness of just measure. It is seen where
he calls a kinsman an 'agbala' and where he opens fire on his wife for taunting
him for making a show of gun ownership, although he is utterly lacking in the
skills of a hunter or a gunner. This lack of restraint is ultimately what leads to the
conflict with the missionaries spiralling out of control and crossing the line
where the colonial administration has to get involved.
In mythical terms, Okonkwo's 'She should have been a boy', repeated
to the point of insistence is already a crossing of boundaries and as a tragic fact
could form a pattern with the charge that 'he had no respect for the gods of the
clan' (9). These issues are also of significance within the logic of the Dionysiac.
Okonkwo has a great dream which is rarely mentioned in the criticism, as if it is
totally without significance. His great dream is to rise 'to become one of the
lords of the clan'. 'His life had been ruled by [this one] great passion' (43). What
it means to be one of the lords of the clan is shown at the point where tragic
reversal was to overtake him. Here his gun was to explode and kill the son of
one of these lords. We read:
Ezeudu had taken three titles in his life. It was a rare achievement. There were
only four titles in the clan, and only one or two men in any generation ever
achieved the fourth and highest. When they did, they became the lords of the
land. Because he had taken titles, Ezeudu was to be buried after dark with
only a glowing brand to light the sacred ceremony. (40)
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Ogbuefi Ezeudu is a great man because he has achieved three titles. That
entails that he is very wealthy, with several barns full of yams, and a large
household of many wives. He may even have initiated his sons into the ozo
society (56). But he has not achieved the fourth and highest title, which is rarely
achieved by more than one or two in a generation. These one or two are'the
lords of the land'. This is what Okonkwo is aiming at. There are grounds in his
résumé to believe that he has a good chance. We read on page 2:
When Unoka died he had taken no title at all and he was heavily in debt. Any
wonder then that his son Okonkwo was ashamed of him? Fortunately, among
these people a man was judged according to his worth and not according to
the worth of his father. Okonkwo was clearly cut out for great things. He was
still young but he had won fame as the greatest wrestler in the nine villages.
He was a wealthy farmer and had two barns full of yams, and had just married
his third wife. To crown it all he had taken two titles and had shown incredible
prowess in two inter-tribal wars. And so although Okonkwo was still young,
he was already one of the greatest men of his time. Age was respected among
his people, but achievement was revered. As the elders said, if a child washed
his hands he could eat with kings. Okonkwo had clearly washed his hands and
so he ate with kings and elders. And that was how he came to look after the
doomed lad who was sacrificed to the village of Umuofia by their neighbours
to avoid war and bloodshed. The ill-fated lad was called Ikemefuna.

Okonkwo has not achieved the third title yet, but he is young and ambitious
and has the physical strength and purposefulness to make the earth yield the
produce that would fetch him the social position he is craving for.
Umuofia society is meritocratic in a strict and narrow sense; and the
system they run is strictly by the few who make it to the top – ascertained by
the number of titles one has achieved. There is here a plutocracy; for there is
reason to believe that the highest political decisions are made by the
necessarily small number of persons who had achieved the highest titles.
Ogbuefi Ezeudu, holder of three titles, is the one who brings Okonkwo
privileged information about the doom on the 'ill-fated lad', Ikemefuna. The
manner of conveying this information recalls Ogbuefi Ezeugo before the elders
to announce the outrage that had occurred in Mbano. The matter to be
conveyed to a titled man and one of the most respected elders of Umuofia had
been discussed elsewhere and a final decision taken. In this particular case,
Okonkwo had to be told;'Yes, Umuofia has decided to kill him. The Oracle of the
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Hills and the Caves has pronounced it. They will take him outside Umuofia as is
the custom, and kill him there. But I want you to have nothing to do with it. He
calls you his father' (18).
Okonkwo does not resent that such a decision should be taken behind
his back. It is simply as it should be: it is Umuofia that had 'decided to kill him'.
The Oracle had had a role in the process, but if a decision was necessary, and
Umuofia had taken it, the Oracle must have had only a confirmatory role.
Ezeugo, however, is able to make personal intervention and on his own
authority offer Okonkwo a way out of what he expects would be for him a moral
dilemma, as his participation in carrying out the decision may bring him into
violation of the natural law. Ikenefuna would be taken outside the borders of
Umuofia and kill there,'but I want you to have nothing to do with it. He calls you
his father'.
In the event, it is Okonkwo himself who cuts the boy down. Fate may
have staked up the cards for him to do this. But the facts of the case have been
closely examined in my Semantics and Discourse (254-55), and the finding is
that even though Okonkwo has withdrawn to the rear of the file of elders on
the forest path in order not to be the one to strike the blow, displaying no fear of
being called weak in doing this, the action unfolds in such a way that Okonkwo
is left with only his reflexes.
Similarly, Okonkwo's killing of the court messenger who had come to
order the meeting of elders to disperse may be explained in terms of reflex and
the tragic pattern often seen in Greek tragedy with the character acting willynilly in breach of an interdiction even though he would rather not violate them.
But Okonkwo is deflated to see that Umuofia holds back from following his lead
and swinging into action:
The waiting backcloth jumped into tumultuous life and the meeting was
stopped. Okonkwo stood looking at the dead man. He knew that Umuofia
would not go to war. He knew because they had let the other messengers
escape. They had broken into tumult instead of action. He discerned fright in
that tumult. He heard voices asking: 'Why did he do it?' (67)

Okonkwo here moves from the momentary interfusing of the outer
pandemonium and inner relief of pent up tension back into lucidity. What is
clear to him is that Umuofia 'would not go to war' to give political sanction to
his peremptory action in killing the court messenger. He also correctly discerns
fright. What has transpired is certainly not in line with the way Umuofia does
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business. A call to arms would not normally occur without Umuofia previously
deliberating the matter and taking a decision what was to be done and how.
Okonkwo finds himself utterly alone at this juncture because he is out of step.
Throughout the crisis with the district administration, he has apparently
sought to push Umuofia into his own way of responding to threats. After long
detention and abuse and humiliation in the white man's prison, he and five
other Umuofia leaders are pushed to recrimination:
Even when the men were left alone they found no words to speak to one
another. It was only on the third day, when they could no longer bear the
hunger and the insults, that they began to talk about giving in.
'We should have killed the white man if you had listened to me,'
Okonkwo snarled.
'We could have been in Umuru now waiting to be hanged,' someone said
to him.
'Who wants to kill the white man?' asked a messenger who had just
rushed in. Nobody spoke.
'You are not satisfied with your crime, but you must kill the white man on
top of it.' He carried a strong stick, and he hit each man a few blows on the
head and back. Okonkwo was choked with hate. (64)

It would appear then that there had been a moment of deliberation when
Okonkwo had tried without success to get Umuofia to adopt his attitude in
dealing with the emergency. But the 'graver heads / Which would be politic', as
in the phrase in John Webster's The Duchess of Malfi,had interposed. They do
so again in the above, as someone retorts: 'We could have been in Umurunow
waiting to be hanged'.In the meeting of elders to consider the latest escalation
of the crisis, he strikesa blow that would have meant war if the community
would follow him. It is as if he is deliberately forcing Umuofia's hand. But it is by
reflex– or rather Dionysian intoxication –that he is now acting; from this
intoxication Umuofia silently draws back.
Conclusion
A one-sided reading of Chinua Achebe's own No Longer at Ease, with
OgbuefiOdogwu characterizing 'Ogbuefi Okonkwo [as the one] who faced the
white man single-handed and died in the fight' (48), has rubbed off on scholarly
interpretation of Okonkwo's calamity; and thus the novel itself, as if the
confrontation with the white man is the kernel incident on which the novel
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turns. In a functional analysis of the narrative, however, the chain of incidents
making up the white man's sequence is strictly catalytic in Things Fall Apart.
Roland Barthes actually uses the word 'parasitic'to explain such a sequence
(Image – Music – Text 94). It catalyses the confrontation of Okonkwo with a
traditional system that deliberates and reacts instead of taking initiatives –
even pre-emptive action – and being generally assertive. From his point of
view, the actual confrontation is somewhat premature, as he has not yet taken
all the titles he wishes in order to become in the real sense a lord of the clan and
cause his will to prevail in the community's decision-making. But the
involvement of the white man in the life of Umuofia is what has created the
conditions forcing the crisis prematurely into the open. But the catalyser itself
does not suffer any change in the crisis.
In our analysis in this paper, Things Fall Apart gives us an Umuofia that
is a self-contained and self-sustaining system, complete with its internal stress
factors which arise from how the systemis constituted. The crisis of authority
we have discussed comes about because someone like Okonkwo having
accomplished some of the things highly priced by the community, and finding
that the more of those kinds of accomplishments he has the higher his social
standing and the more power he is able to wield, determines to follow this path
of achievements to the highest possible level so that he can impose his will on
that community. This kind of tension is normal in any system, according to the
Marxists, being 'nothing but the unfolding of the inner contradictions of that
structure, which define its very nature' (Ernest Mendel 18).Thus a system
makes progress by surmounting these contradictions or by restructuring in
order to avoid such contradictions in future or in order to be better able to
manage the consequences of the contradictions.
The text speaks of each of the passions said to have ruled Okonkwo's
life as if it were the only one, the one being'to hate everything that his father
Unoka had loved'; the other 'to become one of the lords of the clan'. But the
two passions are probably not opposed to each other. Rather the second may
be seen as the definitive self-realization of the first. Something Unoka clearly
loves is music and things to do with art, as well as human environments free of
strife and stress. The spotlight on Okonkwo does not pick up incidents where
he might allow himself to come under the sway of the arts, but just the
opposite – where, as Heidegger puts it, 'the transitoriness and fragility of
humankind' is most in display (Existence and Being 332).He of course has gut
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reaction towards the music of wrestling, which is really martial music, and
different from the kind of music his father Unoka had played and loved.
Because the spotlight is following him, he and that spotlight are guiding the
reading eye to the kinds of situations where it is not possible to tell what
Umuofia's values with respect to the arts really are.But Okonkwo's values may
justly be called warrior values.These are also highly regarded by Umuofia,
which may equally have a high regard for the peaceable values that have not
been strongly picked out inasmuch as the spotlight is on Okonkwo.
The tendency in Things Fall Apart criticism, however, is to generalize
based on that hero's notions and actions. For example, ObiomaNnaemeka
holds the view that 'the story of Okonkwo (Things Fall Apart) is the story of
violence, male violence' (18), while Onwumere and Egbulonuhold that in this
work 'the central character, Okonkwo, is a staunch champion of the Igbo
tradition' (159). Whatever may be the merit of this position, it has to be
recognized thatThings Fall Apart is not telling the story of Umuofia as such, but
Umuofia at a specific juncture where a certain individual on the make, namely
Okonkwo, has mustered enough energy to try and shape the community in line
with a specific assortment of the communal values that have become
emblematically his. The spotlight follows him from early successes to disaster
and recovery, and then to utter catastrophe; it follows him through the forming
of a dream to the moment of pure intoxication from which he recovers to find
himself utterly alone instead of the undisputed leader with all Umuofia behind
him.
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Things and Our Time

Professor P-J Ezeh,

Historical fiction is not only about the past; it
illuminates the present in a way that history
books don't.
Sunil Gangopadhyay, an Indian poet

A

chebe. Once more a celebration! And I am sure that such reenactments will go on as long as humans live on his planet.
Great arts are like that. They offer eternal reasons for
continual celebrations and ruminations, for they contain abiding truths.
The reason for the present event is the 60th anniversary of Things fall
apart, the magnum opus the finest novelist to come from Africa and one of the
greatest anywhere, any time on this continent. Things fall apart was published
in 1958 but it is one of those works of fiction that do not fade; that remains
fresh forever. Chinua Achebe's lifetime of using the pen to redress the racial
balance for the Africans began with this work. As Olorunleke (2001: 49), has
observed, Achebe “used his art not only in the service of the Nigerian nation
but of the Black race”. Achebe himself has narrated in an essay how it was the
traducement of the African in a characteristic European narrative before his
time that moved him to action. He then decided to tell the African story from
the African perspective (Achebe, 1983).
Krydz Ikwuemesi and his friends in the visual-art clan have been
paying respects to whom they are due. Theirs is a harbinger of what I am sure
will continue as long as the human race lives. In the first of these exhibitions,
three of Africa's notable visual art scholars showed works that retold the story
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visually, as it were. They were Krydz himself, Henry Mujunga, and George Odo.
Krydz and Odo are Nigerians. Mujunga is Ugandan. The artists, all remarkable
painters in their own right, decided to interpret the story in their own ways.
Participants in the present exhibition are more diverse in terms of
their genres. We have among the works on display drawings, paintings,
sculptures, mixed media, and even installations. We have veterans from
previous shows on the great novelist and his book; Krydz himself and George
Odoh. There are also those we are meeting for the first time in this series but
whose exhibits are no less engaging. They include Tobenna Okwuosa, Ato
Arinze, Tony Nsofor, Anthony Polo, Nathalie Djakou Kassi, Olisa Nwadiogbu,
Akeem Muraina, Emma Mbanefo, Chinyere Odinukwe, Francis Ike,
Nnaemezie Asogwa, Benjamin Akachukwu, and Obi Nwaegbe.
The theme of the show unites them all. The show is named “And the
Centre Refuses to Hold”. To understand these artists we need to look again at
the epigraph that Achebe took from W.B. Yeats' poem, “The Second Coming”
from which the name of the novel comes. The novelist took two couplets from
the poem, and used the first half of the first line of the last couplet to form the
title of the novel. The artists exhibiting in this show focus on the second half,
namely, “the centre cannot hold”. Achebe's story centres on history; the
encounter of the host African culture and the hegemonic European culture.
The Indian writer's pronouncement on serious historical fictions seems to have
anticipated what Krydz and his friends are doing in this show. Such stories are
not only about the past that they put in relief, they point to the future too; often
with prophetic insights.
The artists displaying in this show say, in effect, that the problems of
Africa's postcoloniality are problems with their roots in what happened in the
original encounter. I am sure that Achebe himself would have agreed with
them. He held the view the colonizer never quite left their victims. The
colonizer only beat a tactical retreat, and so the trouble continues; only in a
different shape. Achebe wrote with particular reference to the Nigerian case,
“Britain finally conceded independence to Nigeria in 1960, a move that, in
retrospect, seems like a masterstroke of tactical withdrawal to achieve a
supreme strategic advantage” (Achebe, 2009: 41). Works on display on this
occasion seem to echo this.
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Entangled Media
and Parallel Ideas:
Placing Visual Art in Dialogue with
Chinua Achebe's Life and Work

Rebecca Wolff

S

ixty years after the publication of Chinua Achebe's Things Fall
Apart, it is fitting that this anniversary would be
commemorated by a visual art exhibition. From early on in his
career, Achebe collaborated with artists in notable cultural projects and
publications. At the same time, artists with whom he was associated at the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka undertook their own successful literary careers,
publishing books of poetry and stories often accompanied by their own
illustrations or others'. Similarly, as Achebe explored and challenged the effects
of colonialism and critiqued postcolonial power structures, many visual artists
undertook parallel projects in their own art. Nigerian visual artists have
broached such issues (many of which can also be found within Achebe's
oeuvre) as government negligence, political corruption, the degradation of
traditional societal and cultural structures, the exploitation of the
environment, the lack of basic resources, the uneven distribution of wealth,
and the effects of violence within Nigeria and across the continent. As the
exhibition “And the Centre Refuses to Hold” celebrates Achebe's legacy and
underlines the close connection in Nigeria between the visual and literary arts,
it also showcases work that addresses a wide-range of issues stemming from
Nigeria's colonial history and post-colonial realities.
Immediately after independence, Achebe was active in Mbari Ibadan,
an important cultural center in the early 1960s that promoted integration of
the arts. Initiated by influential cultural critic Ulli Beier, members of Mbari
Ibadan included authors Wole Soyinka and Ezekiel Mphahlele, and the visual
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artists Uche Okeke and Demas Nwoko. That same decade, Achebe collaborated
directly with Okeke when he asked the artist to illustrate the 1964 reprint of
Things Fall Apart. They also both taught at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka in
the 1970s. It was here that Achebe launched the journal Okike: An African
Journal of New Writing, in1971. In the pages of Okike, alongside such panAfrican literary contributors as Chinweizu, Kofi Awoonor, Dennis Brutus,
Edward Brathwaite, and Cyprian Ekwensi, artists as diverse as Obiora
Udechukwu, Skunder Boghassian, and Prospere Pierre Louis and Louisiane
Saint Fleurant (both from Haiti) published their drawings. By including visual
art with poems, short stories, and essays, Okike presented a comprehensive
picture of the academic cultural sphere in Nigeria, Africa, and the diaspora.
Importantly, artists affiliated with the University of Nigeria, Nsukka
did not merely illustrate texts or lend their drawings to literary publications;
they also produced their own poetry and writing, some of which
werepublished in Okike. Furthermore, when Okike began, a group of visual
artists, dramatists, and writers had already established the Odunke
Community of Artists, which—in addition to producing plays—published the
important poetry anthology Nsukka Harvest: Poetry from Nsukka,
1966–72.Artists who contributed their poetry to this compilation, alongside
the evocative drawings of Uzo Ndubisi, included Obiora Udechukwu, Kevin
Echeruo, Okechukwu Uchegbu, and Bons Nwabiani. The majority of the artists
in “And the Centre Refuses to Hold” received their education at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka, and continue to combine artistic and literary interests
within their practices.
The work in “And the Centre Refuses to Hold” not only reflects the
characters and events in Achebe's seminal novel, such as Olisa
Nwadiogbu'sdepiction of the protagonist Okonkwo (2018), and Djakou Kassi
Nathalie's ceramic quotations from the novel, they also reflect the broader
concerns of Achebe's life and work. The conditionality of postcolonialism, with
all of its complexities and nuances, are explored by multiple artists. Tobenna
Okwuosa, in his painting Black Skin, White Mask (2018), for example, depicts a
figure shrouded in white and bedecked with a Christian cross before a graphic
background. The composition, with its lack of perspective, prominent cross,
and circular “halo” above the ghostly figure's head, echoes that of Christian
icons. The circular halo shape contains a pattern evocative of African Dutch wax
cloth, a European import with a complex history rooted in colonial trade
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routes. The figure's identity is completely hidden by his or her shroud, but this
is no mask that follows the rich tradition of Nigerian masquerades. Indeed, the
title seems to say as much. It refers to Frantz Fanon's seminal text of the same
name, which explores the damaging psychological effects colonialism has on
the colonized. Furthermore, it references how Achebe's characters grapple
with colonialism in Things Fall Apart. The reference to a mask resonates with
the character Enoch, whose fanatic whole-hearted embrace of Christianity
causes him to unmask a revered ewugwu, whichultimately leads to
Okwonkwo's death and Umuofia's submission to the British colonizing forces.
Echoing this concern for cultural colonialism, Okwuosa asks through his
painting: has European culture and religion completely subsumed the identity
of this figure? The disembodied figure seems to both ask and answer this
question of what happens when one uncritically adopts the colonizing culture
of the West.
Expanding on broader issues within and beyond Achebe's oeuvre,
Chinyere Odinukwe invokes both the postcolonial past and present in her
painting Osondu (2018). The title Osondu holds symbolic resonance in its
relation to art produced in relation to the Nigeria-Biafra War (1967–70). Artists
of previous generations, such as Uche Okeke and Chris Afuba, have created
works in different media using this title, which depict people within the Biafran
territorial enclave fleeing with their possessions as Nigerian troops approach
and reclaim territory. This constant upheaval and flight characterized life for
the majority of Biafrans, and it remains deeply etched in the memories of those
who experienced the war on the Biafran side. Indeed, while Okeke created his
Osondu drawing in 1968during the conflict, Afuba produced his sculpture in
the following decade as a means to work through the traumatic events and
effects of the war.
Achebe himself was an integral figure in Biafra, serving as a
representative of the fledgling nation abroad. Immediately after the conflict,
when Achebe and his academic peers returned to the recently reopened
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, he launched Okike. In the early and mid-1970s
especially, the journal published short stories and poetry that directly
addressed the recent war. And now, Biafra will be forever linked with Achebe
through the publication of his final text: the seminal and controversial memoir
There Was a Country (published in 2012). Like the visual artists who
experienced the war and continued to return to it in their work, Achebe viewed
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the war was a decisive moment in his personal history as well as in the history
of his country. Through this title, Odinukwe alludes to Achebe's involvement
and long-lasting concern for Biafra and the conflict, while locating her work
within a rich tradition of visual art that explores the history of the Nigeria-Biafra
War and its legacy.
Odinukwe, however, does not depict the mass flight that occurred
during the conflict. Instead, she presents a stylized seascape, in which the sun
shines strongly over boats rocking on turbulent waves. Underneath, the viewer
can discern fish and the simplified shapes of houses. These visual elements are
framed within a shape that invokes a giant wave itself. This brightly-colored
seascape is vastly different from war-related Osondu that depict masses of
fleeing people carrying what possessions they are able to bring with them.
While it is true that the painting does not seem to have anything to do with the
war itself, Odinukwe provides an important hint through her title that the
painting actually does depict fleeing people carrying what possessions they are
able to bring with them. Rather than the osondu of the war, which uprooted
millions of people and caused an internal refugee crisis within former Biafra
and its retaken land, the painting depicts the boats taken across the
Mediterranean by African and Middle Eastern refugees and migrants
throughout the past few years. Just as those who fled during the war, many of
the people on the boats are forced to leave due to violent situations in their
home countries. As Odinukwe expresses through the rocking waves and the
images of houses, this is a dangerous journey that one undertakes out of
necessity despite having to leave everything behind. While the outpouring of
refugees and migrants from war-effected countries was declared a crisis in
2015, the plight of those who risk this journey has largely faded from
international news. Instead, the discussion has shifted to how their presence in
Western Europe and the United States has affected these nations' politics.
With Odinukwe's 2018 work, however, she brings her viewers back to the
refugees themselves, and draws their attention to the fact thatt his osondu is
still taking place today.
Thus, the artists in “And the Centre Refuses to Hold”approach issues in
ways that at times parallel and at times intertwine with the concerns of
Achebe's life and texts. At the same time, their work speaks to the close
relationship between art and literature in Nigeria. This essay only begins to
tease out the breadth and complexities of ideas that can arise when placing
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visual art in dialogue with Achebe's Things Fall Apart and his wider literary
pursuits. Through exhibitions such as “And the Centre Refuses to Hold,” these
fruitful connections can be explored in greater depth.

Notes
1.
For example, see ObioraUdechukwu, “From What the Madman Said,” Okike
7 (April 1975): 95.
2
See Chukwuma Azuonye, ed., Nsukka Harvest: Poetry from Nsukka, 1966–72
(Nsukka: Odunke Publications, 1972). The roots of the OdunkeCommunity of
Artists began in Biafra during the Nigeria-Biafra War.
3
See, for example, Chuu Krydz Ikwuemesi's illustrated compilation of essays A
Basketful of Water (Enugu: Charles & Charles, 1999).
4
After he describes the unmasking, Achebe explicitly foreshadows how the
transgression of this ultimate taboo will lead to Umuofia's disintegration
when he writes, “It seemed as if the very soul of the tribe wept for a great evil
that was coming – its own death” (Things Fall Apart [London: Heinemann,
1986], 187.
5
See Ossie O. Enekwe, “To A Friend Won and Lost in War,” and “The Last
Battle,” Okike 4 (December 1973): 31–32 and 69–75.
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An Artists' Homage to
Things Fall Apart

Enekwachi Agwu

I

nspired by the renewed attention generated by the golden jubilee
of Chinua Achebe's epic novel, Things Fall Apart (19582008),some contemporary Nigerian artists led by Krydz
Ikwuemesi decided to expand how the book, regarded by many as Africa's best
loved novel, is perceived. They have been doing this by holding art exhibitions
occasionally with works created from their reading of the rich imageries in the
book. Four exhibitions have been held so far as part of this project. Like in
previous exhibitions, in this year's show, titled …And the Centre refuses to Hold:
Homage to Things Fall Apart at 60, a group of 19 artists are showcasing their
works of art at the Thought Pyramid Art Centre in Abuja and Lagos. The
exhibitions are not being held as banal tributes, but as a means of re-engaging
some of the social issues that confront societies in the throes of change as
highlighted in the book.
When in 1958 Chinua Achebe published what would become one of
the greatest literary works of the 20thcentury, little did he know that the
conflicts he may have inadvertently wrote about were just the beginning of a
long complex convergences and divergencies of struggles and crises in
postcolonial Africa. Well into the first half of the 21st century, these conflicts in
the forms of tensile religious revivalism and intolerance, conflicting cultures
and political violence, conveyed in Things Fall Apart still reverberate not only in
Nigeria, but also in other socio-cultural spaces across the world. The novel at its
debut provided the world with an alternative channel of seeing other cultures
in a largely Eurocentric world. Achebe wrote about Africa from an insider
viewpoint at a time when literary information was a one-sided traffic flow. So,
interests in the alternative voice offered by Achebe have led to over 50
translations of the novel, a situation that has validated the cultural and
historical significance of the narratives Achebe presented to the world at the
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twilight of independence in most African states. The interest in Things Fall
Apart as the 'most read book' from the African continent climaxed in 2008at its
golden jubilee. This milestone brought about a refocused attention on the
book. Aspects of such attentiveness were the cross-format interpretations,
perceptions and recreations by contemporary readers in visual art, theatre and
music.
And the Centre Refuses to Hold, is one of the fall outs of this renewed
interests in Things Fall Apart by some Nigerian visual artists. It is a group show
comprising some notable Nigerian artists working in the country today. They
include: Chuu Krydz Ikwuemesi, Tobenna Okwuosa, Ato Arinze, George Odoh,
Obi Nwaegbe, Iyke Okenyi, Blaise Gundu Gbaden, Doofan Kwaghhool, Chris
Echeta, Akeem Muraina, among others. In 2008, the first outing in the visual art
projects aimed at re-reading the book Things Fall Apart, was started with
funding from the Commonwealth Foundation. It was meant to organize a
conference and an exhibition. The exhibition component was held early in
2009, where drawings by five artists, namely, Chijioke Onuora, Krydz
Ikwuemesi, Okechukwu Nwafor, George Odoh and Henry Mujunga were
displayed. Five years later, another exhibition described by Krydz Ikwuemesi as
the full bloom of the 50th anniversary exhibition project, titled …In the Heart of
Things Fall Apart, was held in 2015.Fifty drawings and twenty watercolours
were shown in the exhibition. Although some of the works gestured at realism,
Ikwuemesi insists that they were not preparatory art, nor were they
illustrations of the novel; instead he said that they harbored some
hermeneutical essences that do not seek to become graphic variants to
Achebe's story.
The book Things Fall Apart has turned 60, and an enlarged group of
some Nigerian artists led by Krydz Ikwuemesi has rolled out the drums again in
celebration of the great book. Apart from Akeem Muraina, Jerry Buhari, Blaise
Gundu Gbaden and Doofan Kwaghhool, the other participating artists in this
exhibition are of the same linguistic and cultural background as Achebe. Their
familiarity with Igbo cultural components such as the formal, lyrical and linear
uli symbolisms are visible in some of their artistic interpretations of the novel,
which complement the wholeness of the cultural tales that have been
approached from cross formats in terms of medium, and by so doing reflecting
the nuances of their familiar cultural milieu.
With translations into over 50 languages of Things Fall Apart, its
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historical importance and how it is perceived cannot be limited to the Igbo,
Achebe's cultural origin or Nigeria his country, as many social issues addressed
in the book also resonate in the cultures of people elsewhere. It is along this
reason that the works of Henry Mujunga, a Ugandan artist featured in the 2015
exhibition, is located. This show is also instructive in the sense that most of the
participating artists do not totally concern themselves with cultural
iconographies but show great interests in issues concerning social change,
nationalism and postcoloniality.
Initiatives that have created visual art works from the epic novel
Things Fall Apart,are not totally new. In 1965, the renowned Nigerian artist
Uche Okeke, after reading the works of Achebe decided to imbue his drawings
with the cultural essences contained in the book as a way of aligning his
creative vision to the goal and spirit of Achebe's stories. Ikwuemesi explains
that “Okeke was not merely concerned about illustration of the texts in its
pedestrian context.”But however, in what could be counted as a proper
illustration project of Things Fall Apart, Bookcraft, a Nigerian publishing house
in conjunction with Pendulum Art Gallery, Lagos in 2008 undertook a lavish
edition project of the book titled “THINGS FALL APART ILLUSTRATED.” The
outcome was a publication that uniquely blended the enduring simplicity of
Achebe's stories with the creativity of some of Nigeria's best contemporary
artists like Sam Ovrati, Uche Edochie and Krydz Ikwuemesi. The “illustrations”
rendered in rich colours and in the artists' individual styles, combine the unsay-able qualities of the visual art works and the texts of the book to make an
extraordinary publication, a collector's item for art and literary enthusiasts.
The aesthetic possibilities offered by this artistic engagement of the
book Things Fall Apart, present us with alluring and inspiring contemporary
images that will continue to deepen our artistic sensibilities. For us at Thought
Pyramid Art Centre, we wholly identify with the goals of promoting our cultural
heritage which is part of our mission as stakeholders in the Nigerian arts and
culture space. As the book Things Fall Apart continues to remain relevant and
as artists like those involved in this project continue to invent new forms to
interpret their perceptions of it, we imagine new possibilities, new mediums as
we expect that artists explore new frontiers in the quest to give added
meanings to our culture in this age where multidimensional mediums such as
installation, performance and other new media are redefining how art is
created and perceived.
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A kachukwu
BENJAMIN

Forms from My Sky no 28 ( Ajo Ofia-Evil Forest) 2017. 3.6ft by 5ft
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Forms from My Sky no 49 (Resident Pastor, Miracle Worker), 2018. 4ft X 3ft

Forms from My Sky no 22 (Sanguine Assembly),
2017. 5ft X 4ft
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Forms from My Sky no 37,
2018, 4.5ft X 2.8ft

Forms from My Sky no 55 (God Bless the Migrants), 2018. 4ft by 4ft

Forms from My Sky no 48 (Head 0f State). 2018. 4ft X 3ft
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M uraina
AKEEM

Aremo (The Stepfather) Okonkwo and his adopted son, Ikemefuna
having good time, 2017, 69cm x 48cm x 46cm, Metal
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Agbogun – gboro (Wey them?) The Valiant OKonkwo, In a battle ready poise,
2018, 39cm x 50cm x 60cm, metal

Akunle 'yan ( Fate's spell) Okonkwo in a painful dilema before cutting down
Ikemefuna's life passage, 2000, 42cm x 29cm, Charcoal on paper
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Igboran ( Hearken the voice of wisdom) Obierika advising Okonkwo against killing ikemefuna
who calls him father, 2008, 27cm x 23cm, Charcoal and pencil on paper
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ANTHONY

Polo

Things that Tear us Apart, 2016, fire-treated burlap and acrylic, 100 x 120cm.

55

The Arrival, 2018,
Fire-Treated Burlap and Acrylic,
100 x 120cm.

She, Who Must be Obeyed, 2018,
Fire-Treated Burlap and Acrylic,
100 x 120cm.

56

Rectangles and Squares, 2016,
Fire-Treated Burlap and Acrylic,
70 x 90cm.

Mandela's Sermon, 2016,
Fire-Treated Burlap and Acrylic,
70 x 90cm.
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A rinze

ATO

58

Tolerance and Survival, 2016, Fired Clay

59

Okeosisi, Okonkwo's Tree of Life. 2016, Fired Clay,
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O dinukwe
CHINYERE

The Silhouette of Us,2018, 2.5ft x 3.5ft, acrylic on textured canvas.

61

Foggy Frontiers, 2016, 2ft x 4ft

White Tales in Blue Motion, 2018, 2ft x 4ft

Osondu, 2018, 2.5ft x 3.5ft

62

I Shall Wait Here, 2017, 2.5ft x 3.5ft
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K waghhool
DOOHAN

Be Real, 2019, acrylic on canvas 48 x 36 inches

64

Unexpected 7, 2019, mixed media on paper, 30 x 22.5 inches

Our Moment, 2018, mixed media on paper, 27.5 x 39 inches

65

Unexpected 8, 2019, mixed media on paper, 30 x 22.5 inches

Constant, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48 x 72 inches
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A sogwa

EMEZIE

Wet Dreams I

Wet Dreams II

67

Wet Dreams III

Wet Dreams IV

68

N sofor

TONY

Trampled On (A Thousand Cattle, Two Hills), 2017, 76 x 56cm,
indian ink and oil pastels on watercolour paper

69

We held on to each other while our very own identitieswere stolen
(Citizens of Nowhere), 2017, 104 x 104cm, acrylics, magazine cuttings on canvas

Pink Horns (A Thousand Cattle, Two Hills), 2018, acrylic, pastel and ink
on watercolour paper
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Women of Eastern Nigeria, 2018, 119 x 119cm, acrylic, spray paint,
graphic ink on canvas

Saints and Sinners (Ballot Boxes and Beast of power), 2019, 137 x 60cm, acrylic,
oil sticks, spray paint on canvas
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E cheta
CHRIS

Security of Life and Property for the Rich only—not for the Poor,
2008/2019, ceramics (terracotta) with engobe design,
metal, mesh, 58x35 cm. (approx.)

72

Elders on Display—(Wall hanging-Skewed hanging), 2018/2019
ceramics (terracotta) with engobe design, metal mesh,
70 x 53 cm (approx.)

Man, Wife, Children and their Children's Children, 2019,
Ceramics (terracotta) with engobe design, 28 x26 cm (approx.)

73

Let's Put our Heads Together (Wall hanging), 2018/2019,ceramics
(terracotta) with engobe design, metal mesh, 60 x 35 cm (approx.)

Me and my Personal Wife, 2018, ceramics (terracotta)
with engobe design, wire. 60 x 45 cm (approx.)
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N waegbe
OBI

The Hawkers, 2018, acrylic on paper, 60 x 90cm

75

The Protest, 2018, acrylic on paper, 60 x 90cm

76

Hangout at the Lounge, 2018, acrylic on paper, 60 x 90cm

The Essence of Friendship, 2018,
acrylic on paper, 60 x 90cm

Women on a March, 2018, acrylic
on paper, 60 x 90cm
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O kwuosa

TOBENNA

Black Man, White Mask, 2018,acrylic on canvas, 76 x 51cm

78

The Beginning of a Great Narrative, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 76x51cm

79

Okonkwo, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 76x51cm
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G baden
BLAISE

Poem # 1, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 102 x 102 cm
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, Poem # 2, Acrylic on Canvas, 66x66 cm, 2018

Poem # 3, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 47x47 cm,
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O kenyi
IYKE

Dancer, 2018, wood, 5ft x 3ft x 3ft,

83

Group photograph, 2017, wood, 7ft x5ft.

Heavy Rain, 2017, wood,10ft x 8ft.

84

Before I die, 2018, wood, 8ft x2ft 6inch x 2ft

85

O doh

GEORGE

Blood Stain on A’nger I, 2018, acrylic on textured PVC

86

Nuremberg Chronicles, 2019, charcoal and graphite
pencil, 24 x 30 inches

Blood Stain on A’nger II, 2018, acrylic on textured PVC

87

Death, Decay and Regeneration. From 2005 to 2019. Installation. Fire, wood,
15miniature windows, scrab rubber and acrylic. Varied

B uhari
JERRY

88

Girl with many mirrors. 2018. Acrylic, mirrors, scrap fabric on board

89

N naji

ABIGAIL

Shadows of our Past, 2019, acrylic , paper and thread on canvas, 36 x 36 inches
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I kwuemesi
CHUU KRYDZ

Last Supper, 2017, acrylic on canvas

91

"She was sixteen and just ripe for marriage",2018, acrylic and collage on board

"...and we have fallen apart", 2018, acrylic on board, 2018

92

Things Fall Apart 1, 2018, soot, eraser and ink

93

Forward to the Past, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 90 inches

94

Turning and Turning in the Widening Gyre II , 2018, Tapestry
(fabric and fibre), 90 x 90 inches

After The Death of Okonkwo...the Wagging Tongues ,
acrylic on canvas

95

Orimili , 2018 -2019, Crocheting, knitting and weaving (fabric and fibre)

Uli , 2019, Batik (fabric and dye), 90 x 90 inches

96

Mbo Agu 1, 2019, batik, 90 x 90 inches

Mbo Agu 2, 2019, batik, 90 x 90 inches
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A rtists

NOTES

ON THE

Abigail Nnaji is a graduate of the University of Nigeria-Nsukka Nigeria
with a Bachelor's degree in Fine and Applied Arts majoring in painting.
Based on her experiments with paper she has been able to find new and
unconventional application in her art by fusing it into her paintings
through the use of paper cutting technique. The technique is an
adoption of the Chinese paper cutting and involves cutting designs out
from paper. Prior to this she had experimented with paper but in a
different style. Inspired by lines and fascinated by colours, Abigail
depicts everyday life as she tries to capture nature and beauty, while
highlighting human struggles. In order to achieve this, she employs both
abstract and semi abstract styles of painting to create an alluring mix
using lines and colours as well as traditional motifs. In 2018 she was
selected as the Invited International Artist for the Great Gulf coast Arts
Festival in Pensacola, Florida based on her paper cutting technique.
Some of her works are in private collection at home and abroad, of
which one of her work adorns the Mayor's office in the city of Pensacola
Florida. Her pieces feature themes in serenity, beauty, identity and love.
Currently, she is a member of the Female Artists Association of
Nigeria (FEAAN), Association of Professional Creative Artists and
Designers in Nigeria (APCAD) and FERRUM-The Art House, Switzerland.
She also lives and works in Abuja, the Federal Capital of Nigeria.

m

m

Akachukwu Benjamin Chukwuemeka was born at Amata
Mgbowo, Awgu Local Government Area of Enugu State on June 23,
1971. He is a 1997/98 graduate of Fine and Applied Arts, University of
Nigeria, Nsukka. He also took Diploma courses in Gender Studies at the
University of Abuja in 2010.
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Imagination and desire to experiment is the strong motivator in
his works. He represents his perception of the world particularly his
immediate environment through painting and poetry. Some of his
artworks have the same theme with his poems. He sees art as a window
to an endless imagination and, believes that the audience may choose
to settle for the window frame or opt for the endless landscape of
imagination and beauty beyond the window (artwork). He believes in
the globalization or cross fertilization of ideas in building strong
narratives in his works; he's open to influence from broad sources.
Creativity to him is like the river, the deeper you go, the more
exposed the beauty. He draws lots of inspirations from the cloud
formation in the sky in which he sees evanescent forms, people rushing
home after the day's work, people at their home cooking and, others
gathering in cliques discussing mutual topics. He also see animals and
birds of different kinds, and spirits monitoring all, and he represents
them in his current body of work titled ' forms from my sky' in which he
uses vat dye/acrylic on canvas to build narratives, attempting to reach
worldwide audience without losing his identity.

m

m

Akeem Muraina holds a Higher National Diploma in Sculpture from
Yaba College of Technology, Yaba Lagos in 1993 and a post graduate
Technical Teacher Certificate in Art Education from the Federal College
of Education (Technical) Akoka, Lagos in 2001. He is a noted
environmental artist with a peculiar wild life animal sculpture, tagged as
metalmorphosis species. He has exhibited severally within and outside
the Nigeria with one solo. His works are in National Collections with
sizeable spreads in both private and public collections at home and
abroad. Notable of which is the collection of the World Wildlife
Fund's(WWF) president in 2001
An ex- official of the Society of Nigerian Artists Lagos. He was
awarded with a Distinguished Stewardship Award in 2008 and a
Distinguished Master Artist award in 2017. A co-founder and one of the
coordinators of the thriving Artzero group Nigeria and a member of the
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Nigerian Conservative Foundation.

m

m

Anthony Nsofor (b.1973) studied Fine Applied Arts at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka and majored in painting in 1997. He has participated
in exhibitions for the Nigeria British Council, the Lagos National
Museum and Omenka Gallery, to name a few.
As a student in Nsukka, he worked as a studio assistant for
Professor Obiora Udechukwu and the experience has had a discernable
impact on his artistic journey. His emphasis on the study of
iconographical Uli symbolism, which the art department of the
University of Nigeria Nsukka is known for, still determines his artistic
process today. However, he does not use Uli symbols to convey their
conventional meaning but rather “scribbles and scratches” them onto
the canvas as part of his own contemporary expression. His work is
firmly driven by the subconscious and often the story of the work
becomes clear to him when he steps back to observe where his process
has led him. Anthony Nsofor is presently an artist-in-residence atNTU
Centre for Contemporary Arts, Singapore

m

m

Anthony polo was born on the 7th of July1983 in Lagos. He obtained a
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Fine Arts degrees from Niger Delta
University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State and Delta State University,
Abraka, Delta State respectively. He is a lecturer at the Department of
Fine and Applied Arts, Niger Delta University.
His exploration of Fire-Treated Burlap are conceptual enquires
into the illimitable nature of art with a concept that investigates the
metaphorical allusions of fire and its dual interpretations. Since fire is
light and so also is colour, the exploration of both energies are used to
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create visual resonance of random human conditions.

m

m

Ato Arinze is a sculptor, potter, arts consultant and arts manager. Born
in Lagos, Nigeria in the mid 60s, he had his formal education in the
southwest and southeastern parts of Nigeria respectively. He obtained
his Higher National Diploma certificate from the Yaba College of
Technology in 1991. In 1993, he had a short stint with the iconic
Abayomi Barber at the University of Lagos where he learnt portrait
sculpture.
Ato was a visiting instructor to the University of Lagos' ceramic
department and a facilitator of ceramics at the Harmattan Workshop,
Agbara Otor, Delta State for two years. He is the co-founder of Art-Zero
group and has organized and participated in many group exhibitions
within and outside Africa. He received the Solidra Award for Sculpture in
2002 and the distinguished Artist Award of the Society of Nigerian
Artists, Lagos State Chapter in 2008. He has a host of sculptural
commissions to his credit, among which is the bust of the first President
of Nigeria, Dr. Nnamdi Azikwe.

m

m

Blaise Gundu Gbaden hails from Benue State, Nigeria. He was born
on 3rd February 1966 in Ilorin, Kwara State, and spent his childhood years
in Vom, Plateau State. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1993), the Master of Fine Arts degree in
Painting from the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (1999), and a PhD
degree in Painting, as one of the pioneer set of students, from the
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria (2014). Blaise taught Painting and
Drawing at the University of Maiduguri for over a decade before
transferring his services to newly established Federal University of Lafia
in 2012, where he now teaches Painting, Drawing, and Art Theory
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courses. He has been the substantive Head of the Department of Visual
and Creative Arts since December 2016 and in 2018 was promoted to
the rank of an Associate Professor in Drawing and Painting. He is the
editor of Resonance Journal of Contemporary Art Scholarship and only
recently edited a Festschrift in honour of Professor Jerry Buhari to mark
his 60th birthday anniversary. Blaise considers himself a postmodernist
painter who explores social expectations in human society. He is
married with four children and also writes and recites poetry. Several of
his paintings, drawings and prints are in public and private collections in
Nigeria, Ghana, Australia, Germany, USA, Belgium, Switzerland, South
Africa and South Korea.

m

m

Chinyere Odinukwe is a mid-career multi-disciplinary artist. She
attempts to let out the dramatic aspect of her which is concerned about
culture, politics of power, human susceptibility and environmental
sustenance. Her works attempt to delve into the mind of individuals and
communities to bring to bear what their agendas might birth if it was
visual.
Working with acrylics on different surfaces, her paintings
portray a dramatic kaleidoscope of vibrant warm and complimentary
colours which is reminiscent of the environmental and global issues she
experiences. She sometimes juxtaposes domestic and industrial waste
materials such as plastics, salvaged aluminum foil, cellophane bags as
well as a long list of items that occupy and litter her environment. She
sees it as a means of reducing ecological hazard and environmental
degradation by using these items to form art and making a strong
statement in the process. In her solo exhibition Chinyere highlighted
issues surrounding the politics of power. She has participated in several
group exhibitions along with an AiR cultural exchange program in
Sweden. She presently lives and works in Abuja, Nigeria.
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Chris Echeta is a member of the AKA Group of Exhibiting Artists and
an alumnus of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Chris Echeta is an
Associate Professor of Ceramics at the Federal University, Lafia in
Nasarawa State. A two-time recipient of TETFUND grant for research,
he won the first prize in the ARTS AND HUMANITIES at the 2012
NIGERIAN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FAIR,
(NURESDEF) in Minna, Niger State among other awards. To his credit are
many international/national and professional journal publications as
well as art exhibitions. Born in 1953 at Igbo-Ukwu in Anambra State, he
specialized in Ceramics at the B.A. (Hons) and Masters levels- (M.F.A.)
while his Ph.D is in Art History. He is actively involved in Post-Graduate
academics—Ph.D and Masters supervision and external examinership.
He builds gas kilns and gas burners as well as throwing wheels.

m

m

Doofan Kwaghhool works in the medium of painting. She uses lines,
objects, figures and colors in her paintings to depict her thoughts on
several issues. She loves people and the environment, this quality has
made her to also delve into public art. She is presently working on the
fourth part of a public art titled "Signs and Meanings" on road safety
rules and regulations. She holds a BA in Fine Art from the famous
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Kaduna State in Nigeria and the founder
Blueflames Art Studios. She is an international artist, she has had
several exhibitions and art workshops to her credit. She is presently the
assistant secretary to the Female Artist Association of Nigeria, and a
member of Society of Nigerian Artist. Her works seeks to make the
world recognize that art is far more than aesthetics, but a quick guide to
developing character, knowledge, reason, and spirituality with the
power to shape a society rightly.
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Emezie Asogwa was born on the 25th of August, 1983 in Nsukka,
Nigeria. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree cum laude in Fine and
Applied Arts (2006) from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was 3rd
place winner of Union Bank Centenary Art Challenge in October, 2017
and 1st prize winner of The WorkshopNg Photography Competition
organised by Sterling Bank and Orbit Imagery in February, 2015. Emezie
gave up a 10 year spell with banking practice to return to what he calls
an essentially stimulating career in painting and photography.
His approach to photography is one of a strong artistic
sensibility and conceptual narrative style which may be visually relished
for its combination of colours, texture and allegorical, yet whimsical,
interpretation of themes. Through his art, he aims to transcend
boundaries, articulating social and cultural concerns on subjects that
allude to politics, technology, lifestyle, activism and social justice. Along
with his enthusiasm for photography, he is also considerably involved in
painting, graphic design and poetry.

m

m

Iyke Okenyi was born in Umuahia, Abia State Eastern Nigeria. He
studied at the University of Nigeria Nsukka, where he obtained both
Bachelor and Master Degrees in sculpture in 1995 and 2001
respectively. A highly respected experimental artist, Iyke Okenyi has
been exploring unconventional applications of materials and
techniques to create innovative works of art. He has taken part in over
sixty art exhibitions in Nigeria and abroad including the 10th
international contemporary art exhibition, Osaka Japan 2001,
ARESUVA, organized by the national gallery of art Nigeria. Imago
2009,Imago Mundi Italy, 2014. Africa Now, an exhibition organized by
world Bank headquarters USA, 2010. Presently, Okenyi is a full-time
studio artist, based in Abuja.
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George Odoh holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in painting from the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, where he graduated as the best overall
student from the Department of Fine and Applied Arts. He also holds a
Master of Fine Arts degree in painting and a Ph.D degree in art history
from the same University. From 1998 - 2005, he worked as an
Illustrator/Visualizer with an Integrated Marketing Communication
Agency before taking up a teaching appointment at the University of
Nigeria, Nsukka where he teaches painting, drawing and art history. He
has participated in many group exhibitions within and outside Nigeria.

m

m

Jerry Buhari is a multi-media artist whose interest oscillates between
the human conditions, and the search for meaning in life. He has a
special interest in environmental issues. His entries for this show in Girl
with many mirrors reference female identity, and the role of the mirror
in exploring the self. The work Death, Decay and Regeneration draw
inspiration from the mysterious circle of life inspired by the Bible. Life
must die to regenerate again for good or for bad.

m

m

Obi Nwaegbe, Born in Enugu in January of I979 is a Nigerian
multimedia artist and public analyst from Delta State who studied in
and graduated from University of Nigeria Nsukka where he majored in
painting. Since graduating in 2004 he has worked in many capacities as a
writer, painter, web developer and Interior decorator and has exhibited
in Different parts of Nigeria and Africa and has over twenty group
exhibitions and three solo exhibitions to his credit.
Within the last three years he has modified his artistic
worldview to include figurative and abstract expressionism. His works
have also been analysed in different newspaper print media both locally
and internationally. Obi Nwaegbe currently lives in Abuja where he is
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making creative impact through art placements as well as through the
finishing of exteriors of homes and public spaces. He has been involved
in exhibitions and workshops within the Federal capital and was invited
to participate as the guest artist for the Female Artists of Nigeria
exhibition in 2016 which held at the Abuja exhibition pavilion. He also
has a passion for training young graduates and preparing them for
private professional practice in various fields of art and design.

m

m

Tobenna Okwuosa (b. 1972) is a practising artist, an art critic and
writer. He holds a BA, Sculpture (First Class Honours) and an MFA in
Painting, from the University of Benin, Benin City, Edo. He obtained his
PhD in Studio Arts, from the Delta State University, Abraka, Delta.
Okwuosa is a lecturer in the Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Niger
Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa, Nigeria. He was the first
recipient of Philip L. Ravenhill Fellowship 2004/05, administered by the
Fowler Museum, University of California, Los Angeles; and was an artist
in residence at the Worcester State College, Worcester, Massachusetts,
USA in 2005. Okwuosa is included in major publications on modern and
contemporary Nigerian art such as Artists of Nigeria, 2012;
Contemporary Nigerian Art in Lagos Private Collections: New Trees in an
Old Forest, 2012 and101 Nigerian Artists: A Celebration of Modern
Nigerian Art, 2010. Okwuosa has shown his works in six solo exhibitions
in Nigeria and the US, and many group exhibitions at home and abroad.

m

m

RitaDoris Edumchieke Ubah is a polyvalent teacher and artist of
superlative merit. She graduated with a BA degree in textile art from the
Department of Fine and Applied Arts, University of Nigeria Nsukka in
1992 as the best student in the textile section. She has Masters in
International Law and Diplomacy (MILD) from University of Lagos. She
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also holds MFA (Textile Art) and PhD (Art History) degrees of the
University of Nigeria Nsukka. RitaDoris Ubah has strong passion for art
and design and has taught same in many international schools across
Nigeria. She has won numerous art/art teaching awards and
competitions and has held many solo and group exhibitions. Ubah
presently lectures in the Department of Fine and Applied Arts,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She has attended many international
conferences and published in numerous international journals. Most of
her works explore the innate potentials of textile art as a potent
narrative tool for addressing existential issues.
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C ontributors
NOTES ON

Amaechi N. Akwanya is a Professor of English and Literary Studies
at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka and author of Orimili
(Heinemann/Pearson African Writers Series). His other creative works
are collections of poetry, Pilgrim Foot, Moments, and Visitant on Tiptoe.
He is also the author of seven theoretical and critical works on
literature, including Fifty Years of the Nigerian Novel, 1951-2001 coauthored with Dr Virgy A. Anohu. He is the editor of Okike: An African
Journal of New Writing, founded by the illustrious and legendary Chinua
Achebe and has more than 70 journal and book articles.

m

m

Professor P-J Ezeh is a social anthropologist who heads the
Department of Sociology & Anthropology, University of Nigeria,
Nsukka. He has studied the Orring of southeastern Nigeria among
whom he lived for his Master's and PhD fieldwork, and also conducted
participant observation among African illegal immigrants in Austria. He
was sometime a Press Fellow at the Wolfson College, Cambridge
University. Ezeh has published widely and has a passion for qualitative
fieldwork on which he has brought some innovations some of which
have been the subjects of publications in Nigerian-based and
international journals. A fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute of
Britain and Ireland (RAI), he became in 2014 the first Nigerian to be
elected as the President of the continent-wide Pan-African
Anthropological Association (PAAA) with its headquarters in Yaoundé,
Cameroon.
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Rebecca Wolff is a PhD candidate at the University of California, Los
Angeles, with a focus on modern and contemporary African Art. She
earned her B.A. (in English and Art History) at the University of Texas at
Austin, and her M.A. in Art History at Columbia University. She has
completed significant studies on child soldier protagonist/narrators in
contemporary African literature, and contemporary Nigerian artists’
engagements with indigenous artistic forms. She has also published on
the memory of the Nigerian Civil War in the work of Obiora Udechukwu,
and the trans-Atlantic connections between the United States and
Nigeria in the artwork of Melvin Edwards. She is currently conducting
research for her dissertation “Art During Wartime: The Nigerian Civil
War and Nigerian Contemporary Art," which examines how artistic
production related to the Nigerian Civil War (1967–70) has impacted art
in Nigeria. Outside of academia, she worked as the Research Assistant at
the contemporary art gallery Alexander Gray Associates, where she
helped publish exhibition catalogues for artists including Jack Whitten,
Joan Semmel, Luis Camnitzer, and Lorraine O'Grady.

m

m

Professor Chike Aniakor is a Painter, Art Historian and a Thinking
Subject. He presently lecture at Cross River University of Technology,
Calabar

m

m

Agwu Enekwachi is an Abuja-based artist and Culture Writer. He is a
curator at Thought Pyramid Art Centre, Abuja.
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